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Walker, P .I?.
.Afghanf stan; a short adcount of'

PREFACE.
THEobject of this book is to lay bef0t-c the
a short history of Afghanistan, which,
can be read in a few hours, and will'give,
the author trusts, an accurate account of the
history of a country at the present time
attracting considerable attention from the
importance of its position in relation to our
Indian Empire.
The author having been present in Afghanistan during part of the Afghan war, is able
in these pages to supply some details from
his personal experience as well as information derived on the spot ; for the rest, he
wishes to express the obligations he is
under towards the authorities from \vhom
he has derived his information; they areKaye's '(Afghanistan War," various histories
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Cashmeer. Originally the Afghanistan that
I have here described was only part of a
kingdom whose capital was Bokhara.
All invaders of India coming from the north
have passed through Afghanistan. As far
back as the year 518 B.C. Darius, King of
Persia, crossed the Indus, and annexed a
large portion of the north of India to his
kingdom.
Alexander the Great was the next -invader of India. Having subjugated Cabul
about 331 B.c., he passed the mountains.
crossed the Indus at Attock, and defeated
King Porus on the J helum river ; thence he
pushed on as far as the Sutlej, which he was
compelled to make his boundary, as his
troops could not be induced to advance further, though he himself desired to traverse
the districts bordering on the Ganges, of
whose wealth he had received fabulous
reports.
In A.D. 1001we hear of the next important
invasion of India from the north, by Mahmood of Ghuzni. This king in several expeditions conquered a large part of northern
India, penetrating as far as Somnath, from
whence he removed the sandal-wood gates of
a celebrated Hindoo temple to Ghuzni in

,024. These gates afterwards became the
subject of Lord ell en borough's^“ proclamation of the Gates," of which I shall say more
hereafter. Under this king Ghuzni rose to be
one of the most splendid cities of the world,
filled with marble palaces and trawl-cs, and
so remained until I I 52, when it was sacked
and greatly destroyed by Alla-ood-deen. T h e
dynasty of Mahmood of Ghuzni lasted untiI
I 186.
The next rulers of Afghanistan were those
usually known as the House of Ghore,
of whom Mahomed Ghory was the most
renowned. H e invaded India from Afghanistan, defeated the King of Delhi and
his allies, and established the second Mahommedan dynasty at Delhi. His empire
was further pushed on by his commanders
over Behar and Bengal. This prince died
in 1206. .
Shortly afterwards Jenghis Khan, the ruler
of the Moguls, a tribe of Tartars, laid waste
the whole of Central Asia, and marched a s
far as the Indus.
In 1298 the Moguls again attempted an
invasion of India, but were defeated near
Delhi.
A h n d r e d years later, namely, in 1398,
i

and put to death. This battle seated Akbar
securely on the throne of Delhi, 1556.
Bengal and Orissa had both been governed by descendants of the first conquering
Afghans, until in 1576 Daood Khan was
defeated and slain by Akbar's generals, and
with him terminated the rule of those Afghans '
in the two provinces, a rule that had lasted
over 2 0 0 years.
Akbar was now master of the greater part
of India, but there still remained to him to
reduce the north-western border-tribes of
Khyberees and hill-men, who could not be
restrained from their predatory expeditions,
by either threats or liberality.
For this purpose Akbar sent against them
a stronv force ; the expedition was, however,
t:
most disastrous, 40,000 men having been
said to have been cut off in the mountain
passes and destroyed. Akbar then adopted
a different mode of warfare against these
tribes, and established a chain of fortified
posts throughout the mountains, from whence
his garrisons were able to sally out whenever the hill-men collected, and by which
the hill-men were cut OK from their supplies
and communications with the plains ; and
this plan seems to have succeeded fairly well,

though it had not the effect of civilizing or
taming the pople. During the reign of
Akbar and his successors, Candahar Was
frequently lost and regained by them in their
struggles with Persia, until the power of the
Court of Delbi being weakened by continual
dissensions and rebellions, and the incapacity of the
having destroyed the
of the state, Afghanistan was left
free from all control from India; and Candahar, with a large part of the country, fell
under the power of the Shahs of Persia,
Abbas II., and his successor SuIiman. In
I 709 the Ghilzie Afghans revolted, and made
Candahar independent of the Persian Crown ;
and finally in I 7 2 2 Mahmood, the Ghilzie
Chief, took Ispahan, and became King of
Persia. On the death of Mahmood his son
succeeded him, and Afghanistan remained in
a state of semi-independence until Nadir
Shah became powerful in Khorassan. This
extraordinary man defeated the Abdali
Afghans in Khorassan, the Ghilzies in Persia,
and the Turks and Russians in the west, and
having been crowned king, he invadecl ~ f
ghanistan, and laid siege to Candahar ; from
thence he sent messengers to Delhi ; one
of his messengers, however,. received but
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little attention, while another was murdered
on his journey. Exasperated by this treatment, Nadir Shah determined to invade
India. Having crossed the Indus with a
large army, he defeated the Emperor of
.Delhi, and entered the city with him in r 739.
A short time after his arrival a t Delhi a
disturbance arose between the inhabitants of
the city and Nadir's army, from which a
general massacre of the inhabitants ensued.
After having inflicted this terrible massacre
on the people of Delhi, and after having
plundered the whole country, and collected
enormous spoils, Nadir Shah returned to
Persia, leaving Mahomed Shah restored to'
the throne of Delhi, but extending his own
territories to the Indus. Nadir Shah, whose
career had been from its commencement
marked by cruelty, treachery, and baseness,
was assassinated in his tent by his own
people in I 747.
His throne was seized upon by Ahmed
Khan, an Hbdali Afghan, of the Sudoozie
family, a name which'he shortly afterwards
changed to Durani, which name they a t present bear. He advanced into India, but was
defeated by the army of the Emperor of Delhi.
Not dispirited, however, by his defeat, and

'
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~

seeing that the country was in a state of great
confusionowing to the death of the Emperor
~
~ Shah, hAhmed~Shah Abdali
~
again
~
advanced into India, and made himself master
of the Northern provinces. These provinces
were afterwards confirmed to him by treaty.
Disputes having again broken out between
Ahmed Shah Abdali and tile Cor~rcof Delhi,
he for the third time advancccl into India,
captured and sacked Delhi, ancl a p i n retired
across the Indus.
Ahmed Shah then leaving Timur, his son,
in charge of the Indian provinces, returned
to the North.
The next year 'I'imur was attacked by t h e
Mahrattas, and defeated. In order to avenge
this defeat, in I 7-59, Ahmecl Shah once more
commenced an invasion of India ; in this, his
fourth invasion, he defeated the armies of
Scindia and Holkar, who were opposed t o
him ; and finally in January, r ;-6 r, at I'aniput,
where already twice before the fate of Indin
had been decided, he encountered the whole
Mahratta power. F o r days the .two armies
lay opposed to each other without any decisive action taking phce, but a t last rcducccl by
famine, and by sickness engendered by the
dead bodies around their camp, the Mahmt-

d

tas commenced the attack., Their army had
been one of the finest that India had ever
seen, and was estimated at over 250,000 men,
\\7hile that of Ahmed Shah consisted of but
about so,ooo ; but famine had greatly reduced
the ranks and strength of the Mahrattas. The
battle was fiercely contested, and at one time
it appeared as if the victory would remain
n+h the nlahrattas, but Ahmed Shah brought
up his reserve, some of the Mahratta chiefs
fell, and others withdrew ; thereupon the
Mahratta army was thrown into confusion,
and victory remained with the invader. The
loss of the Mahrattas in this campaign was
.estimated at 200,000 men ; had they gained
the day, the fortunes of India would have
been changed ; for they would then have
been the greatest power in the country,
and we ourselves should perhaps not ,have
obtained the hold that we now have in India.
After this decisive victory of Paniput, Ahmed
Shah Abdali remained master of - India,
since having destroyed the strength of the
Mahrattas, there was no other power that
could cope with him ; but it was not his
to become Emperm of Delhi, he therefore
retired into Afghanistan, after having restored
the almost nominal sovereignty of the Mogul,
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a sovereignty which was destined t o last until
the Indian mutiny. Shortly after his return
to Afghanistan, Ahmed Shah died, and was
succeeded by his son Timur, who moved the
capital of his- kingdom from Candahar to
Cabul, as he distrusted both the Candahar
people and the Duranis, who had supported
his brother against him on his father's death.
Timur governed the country well, and collected the taxes regularly, s o that without
wars his exchequer was full, still he was
troubled with rebellions on all sides, the lightness of his rule leading the chiefs to imagine
that they could rebel with impunity. T h i s
prince died in I 793, leaving twenty-three
sons, of whom Zemaun Shah was chosen as
king ;but although chosen king, his kingdom
had to be conquered, for there were signs of
revolt amongst various chiefs, and two of his
brothers were in open rebellion. Nevertheless, by rapid and determined movements, h e
counteracted the plans of his brothers, and
having settled Cabul and Candahar, he
marched his army through the mountains into
India, and made himself master of Lahore and
the Punjab. I n I 798, Lord Wellesley, then
Governor-General of India, received a letter
from Zemaun Shah, stating his proposed expeB

.

dition into India, and requesting the co-operation of the English army for the purpose of
driving back the Mahrattas from the n&th
into the Deccan ; Scindia and Holkar having
invaded Delhi and Agra some years previously. T h e power of Zemaun Shah mas not
at that time known to be as weak as it really
was, for judged by the history of his grandfather's reign, he was supposed to be a powerful prince. Nevertheless Lord Wellesley,
mith the object of securing a treaty with
Scindia, sent Zemaun Shah's letter to him,
saying that it was the desire of the British
Government to maintain the present princes
of India in the position they then occupied.
Lord Wellesley did this with the object of
checking Tippoo Sultan, who was a t this
time making great preparations in order to
drive the English out of the country; and
with this object was urging Zemaun Shah to
proceed with his invasion in the North, while
a t the same time he himself was gaining all
the assistance he could from the French, mith
whom at that time we mere at war in Europe.
However, Tippoo was killed at the fall of
Seringapatam on the 4th hlay, I 798.
Notwithstanding Tippoo's death, it was considered necessay that we should protect our-

'

selves from
deliver, SU]
supposed i~
Persia and
for the pui
Captain 1\11
upon a mi?
alliance w
factorily arrangccl would, owing to our cornmand of the sen, p h c c us in a position to land
troops when required in Persian territory.
A trcatp was concluded between England
and Persia by which the Persian king promised to advance into Afghanistan, should the
Afghans attempt an invasion of India, and a n
allied army of I~nglnncl and Persia was t o
resist the French, sl~oulclthey attempt an invasion froin Europc ; also all French agents
were to bc cscluded from Persia. However,
the Afghan invasion carnc to nothing, Zemaun
Shah was blinded by his subjects, and became
a ~ensioncrof the British Government, and
Shah Mallmoud bccarnc the rulcr of Aighanistan until dcposecl by Shah Soojah.
In I 808 anothcr nlission was despatched
to Persia, as it was then considered that the
relations of that Court with France were of a
dangerous cllaracter t o oursclvcs. Persia
B 2
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afrz
wa:
effecrually in ner tavour ; but even then
Napoleon's career was dosing in, for the
French were being rapidly driven out of the
Peninsula by Wellington.
In 1809 Mr. Elphinstone mas sent upon
a mission to Shah Soojah, the King of
Afghanistanj and satisfactorily concluded a
treaty with him. Mr. Elphinstone describes
the king as magnificently attired, covered
with jewels and precious stones, while everything around him appeared luxurious in the
extreme, his tents were decorated with silk,
and silver bells, and a portable house of two
stories, that could be set up by a hundred
men in an hour, accompanied him on his
march.
But the state appeared to Mr.
Elphinstone to have little vitality in it, and
to be but a great kingdom going to decay.
H e describes the Afghans as treacherous, and
ready to plunder their guests as soon as they
had left their houses.
H e describes an
attack upon the house tenanted by the Embassy at Peshamur, which was with difficulty
suppressed, and which sornewliat resembles
the attack upon the Embassy at Cabui in
1879, and the attack upon Burnes' house in
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that fortunately in this first attack
184r ;
the sedition was checked before any damage
had occurred. Shortly after Mr. Elphi*stone's arrival at I-'eshawur, and his gracious
reception there, Shah Soojah marched a ~ l i n s t
Shah Mahmoud, who had rebelled against
him, captured Candahar, and advanced upon
cabul. In this expedition against his rcbcllious subject Shah Soojah was defeated, and
fled as a refugee to the Court of Runjeet
Singh, the Sikh king, who entertaincd him
for a short time, but, taking advantage of his
misfortunes, extorted from him much trcnsurc,
as well as the celebrated Koh-i-noor diamond,
which is now in our possession among the
regalia, having been obtained by us when
we took the Punjab. Shah Soojah, after a
short time, escaped from Runjeet Singh, and
became a British pensioner,
Afghanistan was now torn by internal clissension, no ties of blood or honour were of
sufficient strength to prevent treachery, until
after frequent plots, and much fighting, Dost
Mahorned, the most capable of the Afghan
chiefs, attained supreme command in 1326.
Dost Mahomed was brother of Fati I<han,
chief of the Barukzies, who, after having
Mahmoud a .second time to the throne by

I
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uruugnr: m e country inro g u u u oruer, and

governed it with great force and power for
Shah AIahmoud, had been treacherously
seized and subsequently murdered by the
order of the
man for whom he had done
such good senrice, and whom he had raised to
be king.
U'hile the brothers of Fathi I<han were
rebelling against 3Iahmoud Shah, and while
Dost llahomed was obtaining for himself the
chief command in Afghanistan, Russia was
pushing on her frontier at the expense of
Persia, and although we were bound by
hIalcolm's treaty to assist Persia, yet we
sent her neither men nor money as we
had agreed, maintaining, rightly or wrongly,
that the war was commenced by Persian
aggression, although no doubt the prox70cation came from Russia. Finally we paid a
sum of money to obtain the erasure from the
treaty of the articles concerning the help we
were to give.
This was certainly doubtful policy on our
part, and the fruits of it were soon shown, for
Russia having obtained, by her various successes against Persia, considerable hold on
that country ; her agents, with the object of

14
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istan ; for while Dost Iiahorned had been
0 b t 2 i n i n ~ the chief p w e r in his distracted
country, Runjeet Singh had by g-adual encroachmcnts pushed his frontier northwards,
a n d finn:l!. at Soushera had defeated the
and thereupon claimed Peshawur,
a n d in fact. had nominated and installed an
Afqhnn governor in that place, who paid
him tribute; and about t h e same time,
Kammn. the son of ,\Iahmoud. t h e late King
of Xfqhanistan, had established himself in an
indcpcnclent psition at Herat. Hence it
was that Dnst >lahomed applied t o us for
~ssistancc..thinking that we might induce
Runject Sinxh to give back Peshawur.
3Ir. I3urnes himself was inclined t o the
policy of n strong Afghanistan, under a ruler
friendl!. to ourselves, and thought that Runjcet Sinqh might easily be induced by us to
give back I'cshawur to Dost Xlahomed, t o be
and this
held by him as tributary to
would have greatly strengthened the Ameer's
position. But the Governor-General, Lord
Auckland, wrote to 1Ir. Burnes instructions
entirely contrary to this plan, a n d Mr. Burnes
was compelled, q p i n s t his own inclinations
and opinion, to let the Ameer see that Lord
Auck!and discountenanced all idea of his

I
I
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T h e Ameer therefore entered into negotiations vith the Russian agent, which resulted in his receiving from the Russians
large promises of help and assistance, and
decided help in the shape of an attack upon
Herat by the Shah of Persia, at Russia's
instigation, and assisted by Russian officers.
T h e IYhig Government now thought it
necessary- to make a counter move against
Russia, and urged Lord Auckland to adopt
vigorous measures in order to counteract
Russian aggression, both in Persia and
Afghanistan. Lord A u c l i h d having got
hiinself into this unfortunate position by his
hesitating policy, afraid to fix himself with the
slightest liability, now began toconsider how he
should proceed, and finally came to the conclusion that there were three courses open to him.
1st. Simply to maintain the line of the
Indus, and leave Afghanistan to its fate.
2nd. T o assist the chiefs of Afghanistan.
3rd. T o assist Runjeet Singh and Shah
Soojah to inarch to Afghanistan, and take
the country.
Lord Auckland chose the last, and desI
I

patched Mr. Macnaghten to the court of
Runjeet Singh for the purpose of making
a triplicate treaty with him and Shah Soojah,
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loudly raised against this war, which was one,
undertaken against a chief who had done us
no harm, except in so far as listening to
Russian advice, because we had declined
to assist him. Loud complaints were also
raised on account of the avowed object of
the espedition being to prevent Persia from
taking Herat, and, this being the case, it
seemed somewhat inconsistent that we should
make war on the ruler of Af@anistan, in
order to prevent the ruler of Persia from
taking a city which at that time was independent of both kingdoms, and which was
even then making a vigorous defence against
the army of the Shah. In this defence the
people of Herat were assisted by a young
Englishman, Eldred Pottinger, who, by his
energy, pluck, and skill, so baffled the enemy
that, after spending many months before the
walls,withconsiderablelossof life and treasure,
the Shah of Persia was obliged to raise the
siege, and retire from the contest ; now, as this
took place before Lord Auc!iland's manifesto
of the war was published, one of the objects
for which we proposed to go to war was
already accomplished. After the failure of
the expedition, when these things came to
be criticized, and it was found out that
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it appears, been greatly magnified in the minds
of our statesmen, by an expedition she had
undertaken in 1840 against the Khan of
Khiva, in order to chastise him for his slavedealing propensities ; Russia affirming that
the Khan had taken several Russian subjects
and kept them in slavery. I t was supposed
that this expedition would push on against
the Shah of Bokhara. But the force was
attacked by famine, and unable to advance
owing to the cold and the rugged country
through which it had to pass. On the failure
of this expedition all fear was removed for
the time from the minds of our statesmen
concerning Russia's counter-move in Asia.
This expedition and its failure is somewhat
similar to Russia's expedition against the

J
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stronger ruler, than if he mere supported by
foreign bayonets. The opportunity of thus
leaving the country was, however, missed,
and soon it became clear that all was not
going so well as Macnaghten thought, for
signs of ferment appeared in many directions ;
near Candahar the Ghilzies and Beloochees
were again giving trouble, and had to be
chastised, while in the north a detachment

was
Cab1
Majl
beer
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without crushing our treacherous enemies.
Sir MTillougl~byCotton was now succeeded
by General Elphinstone, an old officer who
had served his country bravely and well, and
who, although hc obtained the respect of
every one as a brave old gentleman, was not
at all strong, a martyr to the gout, and not
by any means the right man for Lord Aucklnncl to have pitched upon for this special
service, a service that was trying to the full
the powerfill brain of Macnaghten.
The troops at Cabul were quartered in
what were callcd the cantonments, which
formed a long parallclogram, the whole being
surrouncled by a ditch and mud wall; the
ramparts, however, were so weak that in
lt~anyplaces they could bc ridden over, and
the position was such that it could be swept
by fire from the hills and forts on all sides ;
C

,d'
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On November rst, 1841, several chiefs met
in secret, and the next day there was a cornmotion in the city of Cabul ; Sir Alexander
Burnes' house was attacked, and he and
nearly all in it were massacred. T h e Shah
sent out some troops from the Balla Hissar,
but they were unable to quell the disturbance,
and finally retired before the insilrgents.

b~
br
C 1-

how precarious that position was.
T h e next clay the insurgents, animated by
t h c i r succcss, gathered in far larger force,
b u t still nothing was done, till, increasing in
boldness, t l x y a t t a c l 4 parties of our troops
and our corninissariat fort, containing the
clothing and food for the army, which by a
gross blunder had been placed at a distance
f r o m the cantonments. T h e small detachment
in charge of the fort held out for many hours,
until, finding that the Afghans were underm i n i n g onc of the towers, and that no reinforccnlcnts came to their repcated calls, they
evacuated the fort, leaving thcre the food of
the entire force ; General Blphinstone having
failed to send out a sufficient force, either to
clrive off the Afghans or reinforce the place.
T h e position of Elphinstonc's army now bec a m e very critical, for it was obvious that
C
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they could not collect supplies enough to
keep them from famine, not having sufficient
troops for that purpose to spare from the
arduous duty of guarding the cantonments.
Further, the general and his second in command, Brigadier Shelton, could not agree,
and the general was so careful of the lives
of his soldiers that he permitted them to be
annoyed night and day by the Afghans, rather
than make an attack which he thought dangerous against the enemy's position. S o things
went on getting worse and worse, the men
and officers burning to attack the enemy,
but the general uncertain and afraid to give
the necessary orders. It was now proposed,
as the winter was coming on, either to retreat,
or to move to the Balla Hissar, where the
men would be in better quarters, would not
be harassed by perpetual attacks, and might
periodically sally out and capture provisions.
But this was overruled, chiefly on account of
the difficulty of moving the wounded, though
the distance was only two miles.
Several small fights now took place which
showed the want of capacity of Brigadier Shelton, into whose hands the command had
virtually fallen, Elphinstone being too ill to
take the management of affairs, although he

were ot course refused with scorn, but a
treaty was drawn up for the retirement of the
forces. T h e treaty, however, though observed on our side, was mere waste paper
on the side of the Afghans. Finally Macnaghten was invited to a conference outside the
cantonment, where he and one of the officers
with him were basely murdered in sight of
his escort, two other officers being carried
off prisoners. Notwithstanding all this, our
troops were never moved out to the attack
that day. Another treaty was now drawn
up, by which the guns were given up to the
enemy. T h e hope had long since died out
of any assistance from Candahar or Jellalabad;
General Nott at the former place was unable
to advance, and Sir Robert Sale was by this

.

time holding out with his small force at Jella1abad.hirnseif hardly pressed by the enemy. I n
all this histon. of treachery a n d incompetence
it is a relief to turn to the account of G e n e r a l
Sale's force ; whether he was right in n o t
attempting to assist Elphinstone, is a m a t t e r
which can al\va!-s bear discussion ; doubtless,
had he been able to march on Cabul he might
have saved the force there, for his vigorous
counsels wouId alone have been sufficient to
turn the odds against the Afghans. But o n
hearing of the Cabul troubles h e held a council
of war, which decided that it was not advisable for him to advance; he therefore broke ul5
his camp a t Gundamuck, and retired to Jellalabad, which he made himself master of, a n d
proceeded t o fortify. In thus holding Jellalabad, Sale had no easy task; the fortifications
of the place were in lamentable order, a n d
one part of them was commanded by s o m e
rocky hills from whence the enemy kept u p a
perpetual and accurate fireupon the defenders,
this they were well able to do as their longbarrelled guns were superior to our muskets,
carqring further, and being more accurate.
T h e supply of food was very short in t h e
city. and t o add to the trouble of the garrison
an earthquake shook down a large part of t h e
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fortification walls, which they had built up
with much care and danger ; yet such was the
determination and energy of the little force,
that the Afghans, who were bold enough in
attacking Elphinstone's army, got very shy of
coming to interfere with Sale, for whenever
they were bold enoug11
.. to show a determined
front, Sale led out his men and defeated them.
T h e health of Sale's men was splendid, for
although they were living on half rations,
without any spil-its, an officer who was
one of the garrison assurcd the author that
they had scarcely a man in hospital. On the
6th of January a letter was received at Jellalabad from Elphinstone ordering the evacuation
of the city, but neither Sale, nor any of the
officers there, were inclined to throw themselves on the mercy of the Afghans, and
therefore they refused to stir u&l they received further orders. They little thought
that the next con~munication they would
receive would come from Dr. Bryden, the
sole survivor of the massacre of the Cabul
army.
On the 6th of January, 1842, Elphinstone
cvacuatecl his cantonments, relying on a treaty
which had been arranged with Alibar Khan,
a n d other chiefs. By this treaty the force

-

the Cabul army started; the escort of Afghans,
however, did not arrive ; the baggage was
not ready; the bridge over the Cabul river
was not yet'sufficiently repaired ; instead of
getting off by daylight, it was noon before the
bridge was ready for the troops ; already the
enemy were swarming into the cantonments
before the rear p a r d left them ; it w a s six
in the evening when the rear guard passed
out. T h e force halted for the night s i x miles
from the city, the road was strewn already
with dead and dying, the cold w a s intense ; the snow lay thick on the ground ;
soldiers, camp follonrers, and cattle were
mixed up in terrible confusion.
When
morning broke, the camp followers struggled
on, discipline u-as gone; the enemy pressed
on the rear of the force, seizing and slaying
all they could.
T h e rest is soon told, Akbar K h a n and
his Afghan horsemen came offering food and
escort, but no food was brought, while t h e
troops were attacked on all sides by the
murderous Afghans. T h e only hope of
safety for the force lay in the rapidity with

.
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stone, Brigadier Shclton, and othcr officers
were dctai~lcdby Akbar Khan as hostages ;
the troops cspecting the food and assistance
that Akbar Khan promised, but neither were
forthcon~ing,so the ren~ainder of the force,
reduced to about I 50 fighting-men and some
camp followcrs, pushed on to Jugdullucl;.
Here they fouilcl thc pass, which is very
narrow, barricaded with rocl;s and branches
of trees ; the slnall body of Europeans, however, fought with desperate valour, and here
the artillery, under Captain Nicholl, displayed
that unshrin1;ing courage ancl determination,
which won for them thc awe and admiration
of the Afghans. Many fell a t the barrier,
and only seventy reached Gundamuck, (the
place where the treaty was concluded in I S79,
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Tvhile they were eating it, the enemy attacked
them ; one only, Dr. Rryden, escaped, and was
brought in half dead to Jellalabad on January
~ ; t h ,I 842, with the esception of the prisoners
and some natives who deserted, the sole surT~ivor of a force of 4,~ O Ofighting-men and
I
camp followers. When the news
reached India, people were overwhelmed
with the magnitude of the disaster.
Lord Auckland's mental faculties were, for
the time, obscured by this crushing blow t o
his policy ; the Commander-in-Chief thought
it unnecessary to send an): more troops into
Afghanistan, considering it wise to keep all
the available troops to counteract any attempt
at rebellion in India ; however, wiser judgment prevailed, and after some delay, General
Pollock was appointed to the command of a
force to start for Peshawur. Meanwhile a force
under Brigadier Wild had advanced with our
Sikh allies up the Khyber, but the expedition
had been a failure, the advanced portion of
the force had indeed taken Ali Musjid, but
by mistake only a quarter of the baggage
animals had been sent with them, and conse-
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tics, ancl on the 5th of April, 1842, advanced
from Jumroocl. T h c Khybci-ces had thrown
up a barricade across the mouth of the pass,
but they were not prepared for Pollock's
mode of attack, he sent strong 1lanl;ing
lnrties up the hills on either side of the pass.
ancl the troops soon showecl that wllen propcrlp lccl, they were ablc to beat the IChyI~creeson their native hills, for the encmy
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fled on all sides, and the barricade was tur~ecl
and destroyed. General Pollock now marched
on through the pass, and, without encountering
much further opposition, relieved Jellalabad.
On the 5th of April Shah Soojah was
murdered by treachery in Cabul, and thus
ended the rule to support which we had
spent so much blood and treasure.
While these events had been taking place at
Cabul, and on the east of the seat of war,
General Nott, at Candahar, in the south-west,
had been much pressed by the enemy ; a relieving force which he had sent out to Cabul
had failed to display the requisite energy, and
had consequently returned without reaching
that place, where its assistance might have
proved invaluable. The enemy, emboldened
by the state of affairs in Cabul, had attacked
Candahar with great determination, but were
repulsed ; still, although they had failed in
their attack on Candahar, they had taken
Ghuzni, and destroyed a party convoying
provisions.
General England had been
directed to march from Quetta with ammunition and treasure to relieve Candahar ; but
he advanced without much spirit, and was
unable to rout the enemy opposed to him ;
thus stopped in his attempt to reach Canda-

had been captured, at the time of t h e
massacre, were brought, or found their own
way, to General Pollock's camp. General
Elphinstone had died during his captivity.
I t was not now considered necessary t o
take any further steps ; the bazaar in Cabul
was destroyed, and on the 12th of October
Pollock and Nott turned their faces southwards, and began their march into India
by the Khyber route. The Afghans in
captivity were sent back, and the GovernorGeneral received the troops at Ferozepoor.
Thus ended the Afghan war of 1838-42.
The reason of the failure which we
experienced was clearly the wrong and
mistaken policy upon which the war had
been commenced. That which was begun by
a blunder of policy, was consummated by
great military incapacity and supineness.
T h e war being over, we withdrew our
forces into India, leaving the son of
Shah Soojah, Fathi Jung, who had escaped
from Cabul when his father was murdered,
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brothers Afzool ancl Azim, together with
Afzool's son, Abdul-rahman. This Abdurrahman is the man into whose hands we have
now given Afghanistan.
W e now come down to the origin of the
present war in Afghanistan. In order to
understand the origin of this war it is necessary to take note of the movements of Russia.
I t was the fear of an attack on India from
Europe, through Afghanistan, that led to our
proceedings in Persia previous to the last
Afghan war, nncl to that war itself. These
fears have increased in proportion as Russia
has steadily pushed on her frontier nearer
ancl nearer to India.
In I S ~ GRussia attacked the tribes who
for so long had withstood her rule in the
Caucasus. With the aid of ;Lvery largc force
n 2

tory, on tne rlgllr: D a n K or m e uxus, annexed.
These rapid advances of Russia towards
the Afghan frontier had the effect of disquieting Shere Ali ; he saw that with a powerful state on one side of Afghanistan, and
another powerful state advancing on the
other side, it was advisable for him to arrange
for the support of one neighbour against the
attacks of the other,. and with this object he

-

S o matters went on until the capture of
Khiva by the Russians in 1873. Alarmed
at this near approach of Russia, Shere Ali
sent an envoy to Lord Northbrook, the
then Viceroy, stating his apprehensions,
and asking for a close alliance, arms, and
money. But the Liberal Government treated
the matter very lightly, stating that Afahanistan was beyond Russian influence,
b
and that aggression from that quarter was
not anticipated, but that should the Amcer
be attacked from without, material aid would
be given to him if he abstained from aggression and followed the advice of the British
Government.
T h e origin of this the Simla Conference

I

----
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the policy of England, for it is clear that t h e
object of sending General Stolietoff to Cabul
in 1878, was to make the Ameer either a
friend or a foe to Russia.
Under these circumstances, then, surely
Lord Northbrook was scarcely wise in proposing the conference, as it has been asserted,
for if the Anleer was satisfied with his position, what was the use of officious diplomacy
which was contrary to the inactivity policy ;
and it was scarcely necessary to have a
special conference in order to find out if t h e
Anleer was willing- to receive British officers
to examine his frontier, for this was t h e
object sought to be obtained by us in t h e
conference. There is no doubt as to t h e
result of the conference ; it was, that Noor
Mahomed, the Ameer's envoy, went back
much more dissatisfied than he had been
previous to the conference, and that t h e
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may be called, a n n o t be considered kind to the
Ameer, as it led him into a war which destroyed his poser ; or wise for ourselves, as it
not only lost us p a t influence, but it cost us
the large expense of the late Afghan war; a
war which vienved bv the light of recent events
and of the correspo&nce between the Ameer
and the Russians, cannot but be considered
under the circumstances wise and politic,
however much it mav be regretted.
But to return, not only was t h e Ameer disappointed bv the answers h e received to his
appeal for a friendly alliance in this conference, but h e was irritated b y t h e decision
given by General Goldsmith in the Seistan
boundary question, by which t h e Ameer
maintained that his territory was reduced,
and that the boundarv defined was such as
was likely t o occasion him annoyance by generating ill-wiI1 between himself a n d his neighbours, a s well as causing him considerable
expense. T h e Ameer was also annoyed at
the government refusing to recognize his heir,
a t Lord Northbrook's mediation for Yakoob
Khan, a t our despatch of an Embassy to one
of his feudatories direct, and not through him,
as Suzerain, and finally a t our occupation of
Quetta
There were also several other

this case he expected great assistance from
Russia ; to this end also he by various means
had attempted t o poison the minds of his
subjects against this county, and had pushed
on to an e s t r a ~ r d i n aextent,
~
a s already
stated, the fortifications,and the manufacture
of guns and ammunition, at CabulThere are numerous p o f s a s t o t h e state
to which affairs had come. I n June, 187j,
Lord Iiorthbrook, writing to Lord Salisbury,
says, " T h e Xmeer's ]anpage after t h e return
of Noor Mahomed Shah from Simla in 1873,
was certainly far from satisfactory." Again, a
sum of I oo,oooZ., placed to the Ameer's credit
at Peshawur in I 873, by the British ,ao17ernment, was allowed bv him to remain there,
and never drawn. ~ u r t h e r ,he refused to
allow British officers to pass through his
territory. I t was on account of t h e Ameer
having thus made u p his mind to throw in
his lot with Russia, that the Peshawur Conference of 1876 fell through, because we
could not undertake to give him material
assistance, and assume the responsibility for
the Afghan frontier, unless we had a n English
agent in Afghanistan to keep us informed as
to the state of t h e country, and of t h e events
taking place outside it ; but this preliminary

the risk they would run in Afghanistan, but
from other motives. After reviewing these
matters, it is difficult to understand that
which has been stated by many Liberals,
namely, that it was the change of policy
which produced the war. Although a great
deal was both written and spoken a t this
time about the war, yet the general opinion
in this country was unmistakably in favour
of the line of policy adopted by the government; and in India it was considered that
the government had adopted the right policy,
but that they had gone beyond the bounds
of leniency, in giving the Ameer an opportunity for an apology. Both Russia and the
Arneer had over and over again declared,
the former that Afghanistan was without her
sphere of action, the latter that he would not
listen to any proposals from Russia.
Yet in the teeth of these promises thc
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though it seems somewhat difficult to understand that she could have done more than
raise the country against us, and thereby
influence our position in India. T h e papers
taken at Cabul, together with the terms of
the treaty between the Ameer and Russia,
which have lately been published, clearly
show what would have been the result of a
war with Russia. T h e following extracts from
the letter from General Stolietoff to Wazir
Shah Mahammud Khan, dated 8th October,
1878, show the advice which was given to
the Ameer : " T h e great Emperor is a true
friend of the Ameer's, and of Afghanistan ;"
" Whatever our government advises you, you
should give ear to it." T h e n the letter goes
on : " Now, my kind friend, I inform you
that the enemy of your famous religion
(meaning England) wants to make peace
with you through the Kaiser (Sultan) of
Turkey. Therefore you should look to your
brothers who live on the other side of the
river (probably meaning the Oxus). If God
E 2
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put upon our envoy at the Khyber, our
prestige in the crowded bazaars of India
would have been gone, and the Sahib would
no longer have obtaiilcd the respect which
he now commancls, but instead tlwrcof we
should have heard of ii-cquent cases of secli-
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Numerous offers of assistance from the
Indian native states came on all sides.
Sir Samuel Browne was the first to be
engaged. H e had been encamped for some
time previously a t Jumrood, which was our
frontier fortress towards the Khyber Pass,
from the entrance to which it is situated about
four miles, being also about ten miles from
Peshawur. T h e old Jumrood Castle was in
a somewhat dilapidated condition, but was
soon repaired, being composecl of but bricks
and mud, like most of the buildings in India.
A heliograph was established on the ~valls,by
which, communication was kept up with the
Khyber Pass and Peshawur, and Jumrood
once more became the important place that it
has so often been, as the sccnc of confticts
with the Khyberees, or as the position from
which wars against them have frequently
been commenced.
From Jumrood, Sir
Samuel Browne, without any loss of time,
made his preparations for an attack on Ali
Musjid.
Ali Musjid, or the tomb of Ali, a holy man
in whose honour a small temple has been
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Samuel Browne himself, with the main body,
started twelve hours later, to attack the place
in front. Unfortunately, owing to the noninterference policy, which has been so long
carried on by the Indian Government, we
had no good maps, or knowledge of the
country twelve miles from our own frontier,
and as a result, the march, which had been
calculated at twelve hours, took twenty-five,
so that the troops under Brigadier-Generals
Macpherson and Tytler, instead of taking
part in the attack on Ali Musjid in the morning of the 22nd November, found themselves,
after marching the whole day, with but litt1c
food or water, coming down into the pass on
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dispersing the Ameer's troops, the)i were
compelled to bivouac in the extreme cold,
without food or great coats, the few b a g g y
animals which they had with them being stdl
in the rear, having got delayed in t h e narrow
paths through which they had marched.
Meantime, Sir Samuel Browne, with the
remainder of his force, had left Jumrood before daylight, and, having crowned the
heights on either side of the road, he had
advanced his main body up the pass, following, a s well as possible, the road built in
I S4o by the celebrated Colonel Mackeson,
the engineer who earned so much distinction
during the last Afghan war. It was well on
in the afternoon before the force arrived in
sight of Ali Musjid. The General then
advanced a portion of his troops with the
mountain guns, to take up a position on his
right, while a small party crossed the river
to make a n attack from the left, t h e Horse
Artillery being placed in the bed of the river,
a t a bend, where, partially under cover, the
guns could fire up into Ali Nusjid. T h e
enemy, posted in the fort, and in " sungas,"
(rough walls built along the mountain sides)
kept u p a perpetual fire upon our troops from

.
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of various sizes, which we afterwards captured. H a d their fire been well managed
much loss must have been sustained, particularly among the Horse Artillery, but their
shells were so badly adjusted that they either
exploded almost on leaving the guns, o r
never exploded at all, so that our loss was
very trifling. T h e fire of our guns appearccl
to malie some impression upon the Afghans ;
and the attacli on the left being pushecl 011,
the enemy were driven over two ridges of
most difficult ground by the troops under
Major Birch. General Sir Samuel Browne,
however, finding that the force under Major
Birch was not strong enough without considerable reinforcements, t o take a third
ridge, crowned with a sunga, which was
opposed to them, having guns also mounted
upon it, and, as darkness was approaching,
ordered the attack to cease, and the troops
to retire, and bivouac behind the ridge that
they had captured, not however, unfortunately, before sixteen of our men had been
killed, together with two officers, Major Birch
himself, and Lieutenant Fitzgeralcl.
T h e next morning it was found that the
Afghans, fearing that their retreat had been
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mlt oTf. hat1 macuated the place, which lras,
thcmiorc cntercd without opposition.

:Ificr thc capture of Ali Musjid the troops
ar!\.;lnmI by casy stages to Dakka, a place
s;tuatec! on the Cabul river, a t the extreme
northern end of the pass. Here they remnincc! over a fortnight, until it was decided,
town.arc!s t h e cnd of December, 1875, to ad13ncc tn lcllnlabad, where, during the mar
of rS;S-42, as I have already mentioned,
Ccnc.nl Sale defended himself against the
:If:hans. until relieved by General Pollock.
I)urin< the time which elapsed between Ali
\!us-iic! !wing taken, and the advance to JellaIahw!, no serious opposition was offered to the
forcc; wcasionally small parties were attacked,
slnqle men and camp followers killed, and
ttrc pickvts attacked a t night, or the camp
Gtcd upon.
For thcsc attacks, reprisals were taken on
o u r sick, !x-ingexpeditions made into the hilIs,
and thc v i l l a ~ c sof the offenders burnt and
c!cst ro!d.
Thcsc expeditions, although they did not
entimly prevent the recurrence of annoyance
and outmge on the part of the enemy, were
of g ~ a value
t
in giving us a kno\\rledge
0' the count?,
and in forming convenient
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started about the middle of December; the
parade fell in, in perfect silence, at twelve
o'clock at night ; and after marching till about
seven a.m., over the roughest of roads (the
way lying principally over the dry bed of a
river strewn with boulders), just as the day
was breaking the force reached a hill, on the
further side of which lay, it was supposed,
the villages the troops came to attack.
T h e column, which had been marching in
fours, was quickly formed into line, and the
men, with great caution, were moved t o
crown the ridge of the hill in front, strict orders
being given that no one should show himself
on the sky-line.
T h e landscape, which had been during the
whole march lighted up by a beautiful moon,
now gradually changed its tone of colour a s
the sun rose, and bathed in its first light the
distant mountains with blue and gold, casting
long shadows over the plains, until, by de-
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31r aamuel llsrowne s Iorce navmg reacnea
Jellalabad, remained stationary for s o x e time,
until it received orders to occupy Gundamuck,
which place we kept in our possession until
the conclusion of the treaty with Yakoob
Khan.
During this stay at Jellalabad, several expeditions had been made against the enemy,
in one of which Brigadier-General Tytler defeated the Shinwaris at Deh Sarrak, and in
another Brigadier-General Gough defeated
the Khugianis at Futtehabad, in a brilliant
action. T h e stay of the force at Jellalabad
was marred by an accident which cost us
more than all the actions fought by the Khyber
column ; a squadron of the 10th Hussars
missed the ford while crossing the Cabul
river at night, the current was strong, the
horses were swept off their feet, and two
officers and fifty men mere drowned.
While the Khyber column had been advancing to Jellalabad, General Roberts had
taken command of the force assembled at
Thull. From that place he advanced, and
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mediately attacked him; but the Afghans
fouSht with so much determination, a n d the
psition was so difficult of access, that it was
found impossible to dislodge the enemy. T h e
next day, however, the and December, General Roberts determined to make a turning
movement, and brought a portion of his force
in rear of the enemy, while a t the same time
he made a front and flank attack. The
Afqhans were unable to withstand this determined and combined attack now made
upon them, and fled with great loss, leaving
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T h e Afghans inL this battle were commanded by Wali Mohamed Khan, half brother
to the Ameer Shere Ali ; this man was afterwards a claimant for the throne.
During the movements previous to the defeat of the Afghans at Peiwar Kotal, General
~ o b e r t sfound that some of his troops of
Afghan blood, belonging to the 29th Native
Infantry, had been communicating with the
enemy. These men were therefore tried, one
of them was hanged, and the rest sentenced
to imprisonment for various terms.
On the 26th of December, 1878, General
Roberts issued an address to the chiefs of the
Kuram, stating that the British Government
had decided that the Kuram would henceforth be placed under British rule, though
what form of government would be established, he was unable to state ; but this he
Tc'

t h e Ameer, General Biddulph was ordered to
t a k e command of the force assembled a t
Quetta.
Quetta, a place which we had obtained by
treaty with the Belooch tribes, was a t that
t i m e our foremost station on the road to Canclahar. It will be remembered that during
t h e last Afghan war we considered that the
K h a n of Khelat had not acted properly
towards us, and, under the conception that the
frequent attacks made upon our communicat i o k had been due to the treachery of the
K h a n , we despatched a force against him in
the latter part of I 839.
This force, under General Wiltshire, took
K h e l a t after a somewhat severe resistance, in
which the Khan himself was killed. W e
t h e n raised a Khan of our own into power,
a n d since that time the steady good work
rendered by our political officers on the front i e r , foremost amongst whom, were Major
Sandeman and Major Jacob, has resulted in
a treaty, which, while preventing much of the
internecine strife that had been going on
a m o n g the Belooch chiefs, since the death of
the old Khan at the taking of Khelnt, has
a l s o resulted in a promise by which the Khan
F 2
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crossed.
While the force under General Biddulph
w a s engaged in passing the Khojak, General
Stewart arrived and took cominand of the
whole column. A proper road has now been
m a d e over this pass, but the wear and tear for
animals and waggons over both this and the
Bolan is still very great. T h e important but
small district of Sibi had been already occup i e d by our troops, in order to secure our communications ; and as the district of Peshin was
found to have been evacuated by the enemy,
it was likewise occupied. A force was also
s e n t soon afterwards to Kelat-i-Ghilzie, and
a garrison placed in the fort.
Almost the first action with this column,
t o o k place on the 5th January, when Colonel

Kennedy attacked some Afghan cavalry, and
drove them before him ; in their retreat they
.cr-ere fallen upon by hIajor Luck and a
squadron of I jth Hussars, several were
killed, a few taken prisoners, and the rest
dispersed. O n the 8th January, 1879, the
force under General Stewart entered Candallar u-ithout any further opposition.
Some of the tribes on the line of route
attacked t h e posts left to preserve our communications, but, these were easily dealt
with, and shortly brought into good order.
Jellalabad, a s I have said, had already before
this been occupied by the troops under Sir
Samuel Browne. Thus Candahar and Jellalabad, two of the principal cities of Afghanistan, Jyere in our possession ; in both, the
people maintained an attitude of indifference,
but the traders and peaceful inhabitants were
not displeased at our arrival.
After a short rest at Candahar, General
Stewart's force advanced towards the Helmand, ramps being constructed to facilitate
the fording of the Argandab, and on the 23rd
of January Atta Karez was reached. During
the forward march, the country surrounding
the Argandab and Dori rivers, a s well as
that part called the Doab, was surveyed.

a ferry was constructed which proved very
useful. Frequent reconnaissances were made
in all directions until the 23rd of February,
when, according to the scheme for withdrawing troops from Afghanistan, the force retired
upon Candahar.
In order to effect the retirement, it had
been arranged that Colonel Malcolmson
should watch the fords from Zamindawar,
where an attack had for some time been
threatened, forming, when he retired, a rear
guard to the colun~n. O n the 26th, when a t
Kushk-i-Nakhud, Malcolmson was suddenly
attacked by the enemy ; they were, however,
beaten off with the loss of I 50 men. Early
in March the force left Candahar, and retired
vi2 Balozai, to the Hori valley, and the Tal
Chotiali valley, that is, by the country northeast, and east of Quetta.

to his subjects, protecting them from all
punishment on account of their intercourse
with the British forces.
That the Ameer's relations with foreign
states shall be conducted in accordance with
the advice and wishes of the British Government, and he shall not take up arms against
any foreign state without the concurrence of
the British Government. O n these conditions
the British Government will support the
Ameer against foreign aggression, with
money, arms, and troops, a s it may j~idge
best.
If British troops should enter Afghanistan
to support the Ameer against foreign aggression, they shall return as soon as they have
repelled such foreign aggression.
That a British resident shall reside a t
Cabul, and that the British Government
shall have the right to depute British agents
to the Afglmn frontier.
That the Ameer guarantees the safety of
British agents within his jurisdiction.
That the Ameer will offer no impediment
to British subjects peacefully trading within
his dominions.
That he will use his best endeavours to
ensure the protection of traders, and to facili-
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the districts of Kuram, Peshin, and Sibi,
these districts to be treated as assigned
districts, and not as permanently severed
from the .Afghan kingdom, and their revenues,
after deducting the charges of civil administration, are to be paid to the Ameer.
T h e British Government will retain in its
own hands the Khyber and Michin passes,
and all relations with the independent tribes
of the territory directly connected with these
passes.
That the British Government agree to pay
the Ameer an annual subsidy of six !akhs of
rupees, in order to assist him to maintain
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The third route by the Pishin valley, we
were to hold on the same terms as the Kuram,
and to retire from Candahar ; Quetta, and the
Bolan Pass, being left in the hands of the
Khan of Kelat.
T h e inhabitants of the Pishin valley are
chiefly agriculturists, who are inclined to
our rule, though unfortunately much of the
country round is inhabited by wild tribes,
who would probably give us sonle little
+A
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On July 24th Major Cavagnari and his
escort, consisting of Mr. Jenkins of the Punjab
Civil Service, Dr. Kelly, and Lieutenant
Hamilton of the Guides, with twenty-six
troopers and fifty infantry of the Guides,
entered Cabul.
O n the journey to Cabul both Sir L. Cavagnari and General Roberts expressed their
satisfaction at the arrangements the Ameer
had made in their honour, and Cavagnari describes his reception at Cabul, on 24th July,
as, " most brilliant.''
From Cabul Cavagnari reported on August
the 3rd, that six Afghan regiments of infantry
had arrived from Herat.
Letters from Herat, in May, had described
that city as in a state of confusion, the merchants having buried their goods and closed
their shops on account of the unsettled state
of the government ; and now the roads also

,

enemy, tne Keslaency was set on me, ana
Sir Louis Caragnari and his escort were
killed almost to a man.
It appears, that on the 3rd of September
three regiments assembled without arms for
their pay ; some dispute arose on account of
arrears, which they claimed, but which were
not granted to them ; this seemed to have
aroused a spirit of mutiny, which turned to
vent its fury upon the Ameer and the British
embassy, lighting up the discontent which
had been produced by various and numerous
reforms not taking place, as was expected, on
the arrival in Cabul of the British envov.
T h e mutineers commenced by throwing
stones a t the Residency, the Afghan Commander-in-Chief Daud Shah Khan, and the
Ameer's quarters. T h e British troops seem

The attack had lasted from eighr in the
morning till the evening. I n their expectations of plunder the Afghans were greatly
disappointed, for the Residency being burnt,
all in it was destroyed, except some coin,
which the Ameer seized a few days after the
attack.
There seems to be no doubt that the
attack, though not premeditated, had been
hinted at before, and that the position of the
members of the embassy was not by any
means a safe one, the turbulent spirits being
ready to attack them at any moment, the
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Yet, vieweci by the wisdom derive(i from
subsequent events, it appears, that it would
have been far more prudent to have allowed
the Ameer time to settle his newly acquired
power, before valuable lives were risked in
what has always been a hazardous situation.
W e had obtained the right, by treaty, of
having an envoy a t Cabul, and therefore
could always have sent our representative
whenever we wished ; it was hardly, likely,
that Major Cavagnari's stay at Cabul would
increase the power or popularity of the
Ameer, and, although it was by the Ameer's
wish, that Major Cavagnari went to Cabul
in preference to any other part of Afghan,
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reached India, enerqetic measures were at
once taken to avenge the outrage.
General Roberts. who was in India on
account of the army commission, then sitting,
immediately left for the Kuram. General
Massey was ordered to reoccupy the Shuturgarden Pass, and General Stewart to reoccupy Candahar, while at the same time an
additional force of 6500 men was detailed
for the Khyber route, under command of
Brigadier-General C. Gough, his orders being
to keep open the route from Peshawur to
Gundamuck, and t o provide a movable
colun~nto hold Jugdulluck, and communicate
with Cabul.
T h e only thing which presented a n immediate forward movement, was the want of
transport, which had unfortunately not been
as carefully kept up as it should have been.
I t was seen that something must be done to
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Roberts, having recently arrived, and taken
command of the Kuram force, met the
Ameer, who had ridden in with a few followers to the camp at Kushi.
Notice was immediately sent to the different tribes in Afghanistan, telling them of
the advance of the troops, and letters were
sent, by the Ameer, ordering the different
chiefs to facilitate the movements of the
columns.
T h e opening of this, the second campaign,
was somewhat similar to that of the first,
except that the objects were different, for, as
in the former campainn the object had been
* .'
to strengthen our poshon in India, and to
prevent a dangerous combination from taking
place outside our territory, and to bring to
bear sufficient stress upon a neighbour who
no longer concealed his antipathy to ourselves, and had already offered us a gross
insult.
Now, the object of the present
campaign was, to punish a shameful act of
G 2
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army.
News from Herat arrived, stating the disturbances which had taken place there.
Lieutenant Kinloch was murdered on the
road near Thull; and the Mangals and
Ghilzies attacked General Roberts' force, but
were dispersed with loss. T h e Kuram
column advanced as rapidly as possible, and
on the 6th of October, the reconnoitring
parties sent out from Char Asiab, reported
the enemy in force between that place and
Cabul.
Here the road and the Logar River run
through a deep gorge, flanked on either side
by hills, and here the enemy, commanded
by Nek Mohamed, one of Shere Ali's
brothers, determined to resist the advance of
the British troops. T h e enemy's plans seem
to have been, that while the Afghan soldiers
and Cabul people held the hills in front of
General Roberts, and barred his advance
upon the capital, the Ghilzies should act
upon the flanks and rear of his force, and
also should cut off a large convoy that
General Macpherson was bringing up. T h e
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Sherpur cantonment seventy-elght guns.
The cavalry, under General Massey, and
General Hugh Gough, were despatched after
the retreating enemy, but so completely had
they dispersed that only small parties were
found together.
On the 12th October, General Roberts
visited the Balla Hissar, and on the I 3th,
the troops made a public entry into Cabul,
without encountering any opposition. The
Ameer excused himself from entering the
city with the troops, on the plea of indisposition.
A large quantity of ammunition, guns, and
treasure, was found a t the Balla Hissar, but
the only remains of the Residency were a
few burnt walls. Search was made for the
bodiesof Major Cavagnari and his companions,
but without success.
Between the 13th and the 20th of October,
the positions at Ali Khel and Shuturgarden

I
kingdom, until the British Government should
decide upon its course of action ; also stating
that he had taken over the treasury.
Previous to this, General Roberts had
issued a proclamation creating martial law
in, and for ten miles round Cabul, and calling
for all things taken from the Residency, to be
brought in, and offering rewards for the detection of the authors of the massacre ; and
also for the detection of those who had
resisted the British army with the Ameer,
since the 3rd September, as by fighting
against their Ameer they had proved themselves to be rebels ; also forbidding the
carrying of arms by all persons, and stating
that a fine would be imposed on the city, and
that a part would be levelled to the ground,
as a punishment for the dastardly attack on
the Residency.
,4 small force was placed in the Balla
Hissar, and the rest were encamped outside.
Of the men in the Balla Hissar, about twenty
were killed, together with Captain Shafto, on
October I 7th, by an explosion of powder with
which the place was largely stored. Whether
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reputation ot t n e Mullan was sucn, tnat t n e
enemy began to c ~ l l e c in
t large numbers, a n d
so great was the gathering, that it astonished
both General Roberts and all the native
chiefs in his camp, none of whom seem t o
have expected s o great a rising.
On the first open sign of resistance, General
Baker was ordered t o march to Maidan, o n e
of the headmen in that district, Bahadur
Khan, not having come in when ordered, a n d
a small body of troops which were sent o n
November 26th to fetch him, having been
fired at from his fort, the next day a s ~ ~ f f i ciently strong force was sent to take the fort,
but it was found that the people had fled ;
the place was therefore destroyed. This was
but the commencement of the storm ; news
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fied position constructed by Shere Ali, and
which consisted of a rectangular parallelogran~
over 2 500 yards long, by 1000 yards broad.
Thesouthern side of this parallelogram, facing
Cabul, was formed of a long range of barracks,
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for on Ikccmber z;rd, Jugdulluck Kotal was
the 24th General Norman
was attnckcd : ; ~ n don the 29th Gundamuck
w a s ~ a c k c dilsmatulla
,
Khan being the leader
aqainst us in this last with 2 0 0 0 Ghilzies oi
t h e Lughrnan valley ; but in all these attacks
the encmv w r e beaten OKwith loss. 3leanwhile ~ a k r n h -Khnn the Arneer, Yahya, Zakaria Khan, and IVazir, were sent to India as
prisoners pending the result of the investigations concerning the massacre, as it mas conattaclwd : on
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Candahar on the 29th of March, the others
shortly afterwards following. On the 6th
Kelat-i-Ghilzie was reached, and a detachment
of troops, who had held this place during the
winter, were picked up ; the force then advanced with but little molestation until the
I 9th of April, having now covered a distance
of about 240 miles. About five a,m. on that
day the march began. I t was expected that
the enemy would shortly make a stand, they
having been seen in large numbers the preceding evening. About 7.30 a m . a large
gathering of Afghans was found, posted in a
position a few miles in advance of our troops,
and dispositions were immediately made, by
General Stewart, to attack them. A t nine

inforcing the left, while a halt-battalion of the
I 9th Punjab Native Infantry, with the two
companies servingon the Lieutenant-General's
escort supported the guns on the left. T h e .
enemy, however, continued to push on, and
approached within a few yards of the guns,
when the whole of their case-shot being
expended, both batteries were withdrawn a
distance of 2 0 0 yards. T h e gallantry with
which the batteries maintained their ground
till the last moment, and the orderly manner
in which the retirement was effected, reflected
the greatest credit on officers and men."
" At this time the infantry of the right was
forced back, and a fresh position was taken
up, two guns of the G 4th Royal Artillery
being detached to the left centre, whither the
remainder of the battery was subsequently
moved."
"Some well-directed shells from the
40-pounder guns, with No. 6-1 rth Royal
H 2
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opposition. This fight showed the power of
the Afghans, for in spite of the steadiness of
our troops, and the efficient way in which our
guns were served, the enemy, both on the
left and on the right of our position, penetrated our line. On the left, the Afghan
horse came suddenly upon the I 9th Bengal
Lancers, forced them back, and galloped
through our infantry, who formed rallying
squares, while on the right also the Ghazis,
some on horseback, and some on foot, got

19th not having quite dispersed them ; so on
the 23rd April a force moved out of calnp
early in the morning, with the intention of
surprising the enemy ; the surprise was
effectual, but the Afghans were found to be
posted in a village, against which our small
force was unable to act with effect until reinforcements arrived ; when, a general advance
was made, and the enemy, deserting their
villages, fled, many being cut up by the
cavalry. Two days later the force, with
General Stewart, left Ghuzni for Cabul.
While we were casting about for some one
qualified to fill the position of Ameer, Abdurrahman Khan appeared upon the scene.
Abdurrahman is, as has been already stated,
the son of Afzool, and nephew of the Ameer

Khan and Ayoob Khan had together governed Herat independently of their father,
but when Yakoob was decoyed to Cabul by
Shere Ali, and confined there, Ayoob fled
from Herat to Persia, where he remained
until, on our approach, Shere Ali left Cabul.
Ayoob then returned to Herat, obtained
admission from Shere Ali's governor, and
finally made himself master of the place.
H e does not seem to have approved of the
treaty made by Yakoob Khan with us at
Gundamuck, but held himself aloof, trying to
consolidate his power, Herat being in a very
disorderly state.
When Ayoob heard that his brother had
been deposed, he began to collect forces with
the supposed object of attacking the Wali of
Canclahar, who was our friend, and after very
considerable delay, he set out from Herat on
the ~ S t hof June. Whether he intended to
attack us seems to be doubtful, but his move
was calculated to strengthen his position, and
he was desirous of collecting the revenue in
the country through which he passed.
His forces seem to have increased largely as
he went on,so that by the time he reached the
Helmand, he had with him a very considerable
army, and was well supplied with guns.
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defend himself beyond the Helmand ; but if
Ayoob reaches Furrah, a sufficient force is to
advance towards Girishk, to prevent Ayoob
from passing the Helmand. " This would
necessitate moving up reinforcements from
Phayre's reserve ;" and he adds, " N o troops
would be moved until necessity actually
arose ! " V V h e n news reached India that
Ayoob's advance guard was reported to have
arrived at Furrah, the Viceroy telegraphed to
the Secretary of State, that he had instructed
Primrose and Phayre in accordance with the
above.
Telegram from Viceroy 27th June, 1880, to Secretary of State.
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actually arose." I t is obvious that this was
a g r e a t mistake, for, when " necessity actually
arose " General Phayre ~vouldbe useless, for
he was not in a fit condition to move ; and as
the affair turned out, he did not arrive at
Candahar till after General Roberts reached
it in September, two months later. Thus
foolish economy became espensive and bad

i.

policy.
O n the 11th of July General Burrows
marching from Candahar with a force of nearly

3rd Bombay Cavalry ; 3rd Sinde Horse ; six
companies of the 66th Regiment ; 1st Bombay Grenadiers; 30th Bombay Native Infantry (called Jacobs' Rifles) ; E battery, R
Brigade, R.H.A. ; and some native Sappers.
T h e enemy was variously estimated at
between I 8,000 and 25,000 men, with thirty
guns ; General Burrows' guns consisted of six
R. H.A. rifled guns and six smooth-bores,
captured a few days previously from the
Wali's mutinous troops, and worked by volunteers from the 66th regiment.
General Burrows saps in his despatch,
dated August, ~ o t h , 1880 : " T h e force
marched a t 6.30 a.m. on the 27th July, encumbered by an enormous quantity of ordnance, commissariat stores, and baggage.
T h i s was unavoidable, as the hostile state of
t h e country rendered it impossible to leave
anything behind in safety, and I could not
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rear, under charge of a baggage guard of
European a n d native troops.
T h e battle commenced with artillery fire
on both sides, t h e enemy gradually advancing
in line, their i n h n t r y being placed in the
centre, while their right was covered by a
vast mass of horsemen, and their left by large
numbers of fanatical Ghazis, considerable
forces being also held in reserve, a n d the
guns placed a t intervals along the line.
1)uring the artillery combat, and while the
infantry were lying down passive spectators
in the fight, t h e baggage guard was twice
severely attacked by the Ghazis, but in both
their attacks t h e enemy was driven off with
considcrablc loss.

this battle ; he says that out of 406 men and
19 officers who went into action, 10 officers
and 2 7 5 men were killed, and 2 officers and
32 men wounded. " T h e officers and men
nearly all fell fighting desperately for the
honour of their queen and country." And
he adds, about " IOO officers and men made
a most desperate stand in a garden. T h e y
were, surrounded by the whole Afghan army,
and fought until only eleven men were left,
inflicting enormous loss upon the enemy.
Those eleven charged out of the garden, and
died with their faces to the foe, fighting to
r the death. Such was the nature of their
charge, and the grandeur of their bearing,
I
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the ground was bad, being cut up with watercourses, so that the cavalry could not act
freely to the front, while it was suficientiy
level to espose them to a galling iire. No
advantage was taken by General Burrows of
his greater superiority in manceuvring power ;
he fought a short line against a long line,
thereby giving the enemy an opportunity of
outflanking him on both sides ; his information of the strength of the enemy was very
bad; and h e allowed his men to remain for
hours resentless under a heavy fire, which
seems to have somewhat demoralized the
native troops, particularly the cavalry. If
General Burrows desired t o fight a defensive
battle, he should have chosen his ground, and
I 2
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intended to attack t h e enemy, he should have
obtained better information, and as soon as
he came up with t h e Afghans have made a
strong attack upon them.
When the news of this disaster reached
General Primrose in Candahar, he instantly
evacuated the cantonments, and retired into
the city, a t the same time sending out General
Brooke to bring in the remains of Burrows'
army, and telegraphing to the Viceroy that
Burrows' force had been " annihilated."
This precipitation in evacuating the cantonments a t Candahar, seems to have caused
more excitement, a n d consequent disaffection
in the country, than even the victory, which
the native accounts represented as being
obtained with such heavy loss on Ayoob's
part, that he hesitated to advance. I t is
supposed, that if a bold front had been shown
to him, he might never have ventured another
battle before Candahar, where the garrison
consisted of about 3000 men. Subsequent
visits to the battle-field proved, without doubt
that the enemy's lois must have been very
severe, long lines of dead horses showing
how our artillery fire had told.
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be happy to do anything in his power for our
assistance, his words being, " My head and
my all belongs to the British."
After the battle of Maiwand, Ayoob came
on slowly to Candahar, and took up a position
some three miles froy the city, he then commenced throwing up siege-works, occupying
the villages round, and throwing shells into
the city.
T h e garrison meanwhile set about repairing
the fortifications, and making their position
as strong as possible ; the disaffected of the
population were turned out of the city, extra
wells were sunk, as the water supply was not
large, though fortunately there was no want
of provisions ; the citadel was occupied in
great force, and the garrison felt confident
that they could defend their position against
all Ayoob's attacks.

A s General Phayre was not in a fit state
t o move on Candahar, for want of transport,
and as a large and highly-disciplined force
was still at Cabul, with Generals Stewart and
Roberts, it was decided that the promised
evacuation of that part of Afghanistan should
b e carried out, and while General Stewart
retired his force by the Khyber to Peshawur,
General Roberts should move on Candahar,
and raise the siege of that city.
I t was obvious that in this march, General
Roberts would have to cut himself adrift
from all communications, as even if General
Stewart remained at Cabul, he could not keep
u p communications with Roberts, the distance
that general had to march being over 300
miles, neither could General Roberts spare
troops for that purpose.
General Roberts started on this hazardous
and daring march on the 9th of August,
taking with him certain supplies for the
European troops, but trusting for the chief
part, to what h e could collect e?z ~ o z r t e .A s the
country over which he would have to march
was known to be very rough, the general
took with him no wheeled carriages, all his
bag-gage being transported by animals, even
his guns being carried on elephants. His
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the country people to bring in provisions.
Large supplies were collected for the arrival
of the troops at Khelat-i-Ghilzie, and the
aarrison of that place was brought on to
b
Candahar.
During the time that General Roberts
was performing his march, some fears were
felt as to whether the garrison of Candahar would be able to hold out until relieved ;
the fears proved groundless, for Ayoob's
proceedings before the city were very feeble ;
beyond sending a few shells into the place, he
did little or nothing, except occupying the
country close up to the walls. General
Primrose on his side, made one sortie, with
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of dislodging the enemy from a
that side towards which it was
eneral Roberts would arrive, and
he idea that a successful sortie
$hen the moral of his troops, and
confidence of the Afghans. For
: he attacked the village of Deh-iich lies close to the city, and in
nected with it by a row of small
ling up to the walls. T h e sudh e attack drox-e the enemy out of
but our troops mere unable to
Ice, and the enemy after their first
thered in great strength, and
a- men, forced them to retreat
trable loss, we losing nearly 200
a total of about rooo.
le the retirement from Cabul had
i out. On the I ~ t hof August,
Donald Stewart evacuated Sherriendly interview with the Ameer,
1 the camp to wish the general
was very satisfactory that the
Id come of his own accord to the
showed the success which General
Stewart had achieved in his deale Afghans, both here and in other
country. T h e number of people
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2 day, under General Hugh
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ay, the I st of September, orders

Candahar, on a range of hills that run in a
direction from south-west to north-east, and
through which there are two passes, called
respectively Baba Wali and Rtoncha. Here
Ayoob had posted the principal part of his
force, and many of his guns, of which, in all,
he had over thirty. Behind this range of
hills, and running in a direction almost parallel with them, flowed the Argandab river.
Between the river, and the south-west end
of the range of hills, rises an isolated hill
which Ayoob had crowned with guns, and
behind this hill, and between the river
and the hills, the enemy's main camp was
situated. General Roberts' plan was as
follows : h e made a feigned attack upon the
front of the enemy's position along the range
of hills, and for this purpose the heavy battery and the Candahar garrison were detailed.
At the same time he sent the greater part of
his cavalry, with General H u g h Gough, to
the extreme right of the enemy's position,
near the Argandab river, to cut off the
enemy's retreat towards Girishk, while three
brigades, under Macpherson, Baker, and
Macgregor, respectively, the whole being
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under General Ross, were placed in a position
to attacli the south-west end of the range of
hills, and the whole of the right of the
enemy's position. A t nine a.m. the battle
commenced, the heavy battery opened fire,
which was steadily returned by the Afghans
on the Baba Wali Pass, while the g2nd Highlanders and the 2nd Goorkhas advanced
against the enemy's right, attacking the village of Sahib Dan that lay between them and
the hills, and which was held by the enemy
in great force. T h e village was shelled, and
the infantry pushed on to the attack, and
although the enemy fought here with great
determination, yet they could not resist the
assault of our troops, and thus Sahib Dan
was carried. T h e attack was now pressed
against another village, called Pir Paimal,
situated a t the end of the range of hills. A
third village called Gundigan, further to the
west, being a t the same time turned, and the
enemy forced to abandon it. T o the village
of Pir Paimal, and up the hill beyond, the infantry forced their way, the Afghans lining
every wall, and occupying all available covert,
and refusing to give ground to the fire, but
only yielding to the repeated rushes of our
men. I t was here that our loss was the

areatest, but the attack was very shortly S ~ C cessful. One of the enemy's camps in rear of
Pir Paimal, and also the isolated hill, now fell
into our hands, and all combined resistance
being over, General Gough started his cavalry
up the Khadrez valley after the retreating
enemy, while Ayoob's main camp was captured, and the Bombay Cavalry Brigade, who
had been stationed with General Burrows
opposite to the Baba Wali Pass, was sent in
pursuit of the enemy up the Argandab valley.
By midday, the whole position was in our
hands, the enemy rapidly dispersing. T h e
day had been brilliantly gained, and Genera1
Roberts complimented his troops upon their
work. Poor Maclaine, of the artillery, who
had been taken prisoner at Maiwand, was
found bru taIly murdered near the tent he had
occupied. The enemy's loss was computed
at 1000 men, and thirty-eight guns fell into
our hands ; our loss was little over 2 0 0 men.
T h e only drawback to the entire success of
this action was that the enemy got away
rather too easily, our infantry being exhausted,
and the cavalry from their positions not beins
able to inflict the crushing blow upon the retreating Afghans that they might otherwise
have done. The effect of the victory was
a

most satisfactory, supplies came in on all
sides, and everywhere the country was quiet.
T h e battle-field at Maiwand was visited, and
stones piled over the graves of those who had
fallen. Congratulations were received by
General Roberts and his troops on their successful relief of Candahar. A large garrison
was now :eft in the place, the remainder of
the troops were withdrawn into India.
T h e Khyber Pass was now evacuated by
our forces, the fortifications built by us at
Lundi-Kotal and Ali Musjid being placed
in the hands of friendly Afrides, who are to
receive pay to keep this route open in our
interest ; this abandonment of our fortifications to these hill-men has been considered
a very dangerous step, as the Afrides are notoriously untrustworthy.
T h e Kuram has been handed over to a
friendly tribe, and thus, the only part of
Afghanistan a t the end of 1880 in our hands
was Candahar, and the communications leading to it. Whether, if Candahar is evacuzted,
Pishin will be retained is at present doubtful ;
it is also much questioned whether it would
be any advantage to us to hold it after abandoning Candahar.
T h e question now remains, what is to be
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easy striking distance of the city ; and in the
event of war between her and England, her
first move would be to seize Herat, and concentrate her troops there, and once there, it
would be no doubt a very difficult operation
for us to drive her out. When at Herat, she
might take her time, and advance whenever
she found herself strong enough for the
purpose, and a t the time of year that was
most suitable. In this case we must fight
her when sllc wishes. Either in front of
Candahar, probably near the Kush1;-i-Nakhud
(which is the placc to which General Burrows
retired to wait the advance of Ayoob Khan),
or on thc Heln~and,but that river being
frequently fordable in nearly every direction
is not such a good line of defence as might
be wished, though at times, when in flood, it
is a fornliclable barrier ; or, we must fight
in rear of Candahar, in which case the enemy
will have ample opportunity for collecting his
supplies, and making that city his base ; and
.there can be little cloul>tthat thc moral effect
of a Russian army in Canclahar would be
very severely felt in India. Also, it may be
said, that should w e inflict, upon the advancing
Russian army, a decisive clefeat on tllc north
side of Candahar, the campaign would proK
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by a firmer grasp than any of the previous
of Afghanistan since our ~ m n e x i o n
with it. This then, seemed the best solution
of the difficulty, and the question of our hold
. o n Candahar, we were at the time the treaty
was made, willing to waive, although as now
t h e retention of that place, both on military
and economical grounds, was strongly advocated, and a s strongly condemned. Still, at
the time of the Gundamuck treaty the Government abandoned the idea of holding Candahar, on the grounds that it would be displeasing to the Ameer, and aIso would prevent his having such a strong hold on Herat.
T h i s plan of keeping the scientific frontier in
our hands seems to offer the most successful settlement of this difficult question.
T h e reasons for giving up Candahar in I 379
d o not hold now, as we cannot at the present
moment abandon Candahar, for there is no
one to take it ; the Ameer is unfortunately
not sufficiently settled in Cabul, and is unable
t o collect the revenue of the country he a t
present holds, while his capital is not by any
means secure, and therefore he is not in a fit
state to take over the province of Candahar
should we evacuate it. Ayo& Khan will
also probably make another attempt on the
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favour of our keeping this part of the country,
a n d mzmy other persons of great experience,
have c2xpressed the same opinions. The
advant ages of the scientific frontier over our
old line, appear to be very considerable, for
with o ur positions chosen in time of peace,
and thc2 necessary fortifications and communications by railway made, we should be able
a t any time to defend in strength, any given
point, (>r points, with but little trouble and
expense, and should have the enormous ad:
van tage of knowing every bit of the country ;
while the enemy, marching for several
hundre d miles from his base, would have to
attack us in these narrow and difficult defiles,
which are capable of strong defence, and
which :have so often proved fatal to other expeditions, but which have always hitherto
been p assed by the invaders of India without
difficulity; the rulers of that country, apparently
fearful of the continued expense and trouble of
holding; these mountains, have never taken
proper precautions to defend them against an
advancing enemy, but have, instead, trusted
t o the large forces they were able to bring
against: him in India, a trust that has so
frequerltly been fatal. And it is here to be
natked, that with our present armament and
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be remembered, that if these men were
properly led, disciplined, and armed, they
~ o u l d prove very formidable enemies.
Nothing 117ill effectually teach these tribes
respect for our power but the fact, that we
remain in the country, and put down all
abuses by a firm, strong rule ; there is a very
vast difference between a strong power always
wielding irresistible authority in a country, a n d the same power making occasional though
strong expeditions into the districts adjoining
its border. Also it appears probable that
sooner or later we shall have to reoccupy
o u r late positions, and as soon as we come
to occupy them we shall be in much the
same situation as we have been during the
late war ; we shall certainly not be in a position'
of such gross ignorance of the country, and all
connected with it, as that to which we were
doomed by the policy of masterly inactivity ;
still we shall have no friends, at a time when
they would be particularly valuable ; but, on
t h e contrary, our occupation of the country
will once more arouse all the passions of the
people against us, and the Afghans will not
only hate us, but will join the ranks of.our
enemies, particularly if there is a prospect of
a n invasion of India. This will greatly increase
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out any cmus beZZi against Russia, she would
b e causing us great uneasiness, forcing us to
b e prepared for instant mar, and obliging us
t o spend great sums to reoccupy Afghanistan,
a n d this simply because, the political barometer in Europe indicated the possibiIity of
a coming storm ; thus the power of England
-might b e partially paralyzed without costing
Russia any espense to speak of. On these
points, Sir James Stephen and Sir Bartle
F r e r e h a r e written very ably, as well as
numerous other well-known public men.
Another of the arguments upon which t h e
Liberal G o ~ ~ e r n m e nrely
t
for this contemplated retirement from Candahar, (for t h e
Kuram and Khyber have already been resigned) is the expense of the occupation, b u t
at present there are no statistics showing what
t h e expense would be, and opinions differ, one
party asserting that the occupation would pay
itself, and the other that it would be a great
drain on the resources of India. There is n o
doubt that the railway to Candahar, which
would have to be built, would cost a considerable sum, without, for some time yielding
much return, but it would open up the country,
and Candahar would rapidly become a much
more important place than it now is; and

.
I

ther'e seems no great difficulty in making the
necessary roads, for Captain Holdich, R.E.,
lately in charge of the surveys in Afghanistan,
stated but a short time ago, at a meeting of
the Royal Geographical Society, that the difficulties of road-making " were hardly formidable anywhere, and they gradually diminished
as we left the Indian frontier behind."
I t has also been stated, that Candahar has
already, in many respects, improved under
our rule, and that the area of cultivation has
been nearly doubled.
Again, another of the arguments used in
favour of the abandonment of the country, is
that the hill routes are difficult to march
through, and therefore it would be far wiser for
us to leave these difficulties to the enemy to
encounter, while avoiding them ourselves ; to
this it may be answered that we could scarcely
sit still in India while the enemy was collecting large forces at Candahar, Cabul, and Jellalabad, and if we did, the enemy's difficulties
could not be very great, for one of the routes,
that through the Khyber, is very short, the
whole of the pass from Jumrood to Dakka
being only about twenty-eight miles long, and
traversed through its entire length by a good
road, with no very steep incline; while the
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LUSIIINOTON.
FCLL~
TO.,
. cloth, 1s. (id.

PWLISHED BY URIFFITH AWD FARRAN.
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C o n h a t i o n ; or Called, and Chosen, and Faithful. By the
Author of " The Gospel in the Church's Seasons " series. With
a Preface by The Very Reverend the DEANOF CHESTER.
Fcap. 8v0, cloth 1s.
A cheapw edition for distriln~tion,price 9d.
An Illuminated Certificate of Confirmation and First Communion. Price 2d.
A New 6' I n Memoriam " Card. Printed in silver or gold. Price 2d.
**, A reduction made on taking a quantity of the
above cards.

NEW BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
belle'^ Pink Boots, By JOANNA
H. M A T T ~ WAuthor
S,
of the
"Bessie Books." V i t h Sixteen Coloured Illustrations by IDA
WAUGU. Cloth elegant, 9s,
The Union Jack; Vol. I. A Magazine of healthy stirring Tales of
Adventure by Land and Sea for boys. Edited, the first
the second by
portion by the late W. H. G. KINGSTON,
G. A. HENTY. Copiously Illustrated. Cloth elegant, price 6s.
Nudge and her Chicks. A Story of Children's Home Doings.
By a BROTUERAND SISTER. With Fifteen Illustrations. Cloth
elegant, price 3s. Gd.
Nimpo'e Troubles. By OLIVETHORNEMILLER,Author of " Little
Folks in Feather an& Fur." Illustrated by MARY HALLOCR
and SOL.EYTINGE. Cloth, 3s. 6d.
The Quests of Flowers; a Botanical Sketch. By Mrs. MEETHEEKE.
With Prefatory Letter by Dr. TERODOREKERNER. Cloth
small 4t0, 2s. 6d.
The Cruise of Ulyssee and his Men; or, Tales and Adventures
from the Odyssey for Boys and Girls. By C. M. BELL. With
Seven Illustrations by P. P a r o ~ o . Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. Gd.
Two Rose Trees. The Adventures of Twin Sisters. By Mrs.
MINNIEDOUGLAS.With Sixteen Illustrations. Cloth elegant,
price 2s. Gd.
Author of "Bunchy,"
Hilda and her Doll. By E. C. PHILLIPS,
&c. With Fourteen Illustrations. Cloth elegant, price 2s. 6d.
The House on the Bridge, and other Tales. By C. E. BOWN,
Author of "Among the Brigands," &c. With Thirteen Illustrations by A. H. C O L L ~ S .Crown Bvo, price 2s. Gd.
A Daring Voyage across the Atlantic, hy two Americans, the
Brothers ANDUEWS,
in a Small Boat, "The Nautilus." The Log
of tho Voyagc by Captain WILLA. ANDREWS.With Introduction and Notes by Dr. MACAULAY,Editor of tho "Boy's Own
Papor." Illastrations. Crown Svo, cloth, price 2s. Gd.
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NEW AND POPULAR WORKS

Ten Shillin,gs and Sixpence each, cloth elegant.
Golden Threads from a n Ancient Loom; Das ATibeTunqenlied
adapted to the use of Young Readers. By LYDIA HANDS.
Dedicated by permission to THOMAS
CARLYLE. With Fourteen
Wood Engravings by J. S C ~ O R Rof, Carolsfeld. Royal 4to.
Child Life in Japan and Japanese Child Stories. By N. CWLIN
AI-RTON. With Seven full-pago Illustrations, drawn and
engraved by Japanese artists, and many smaller ones. Quarto,
Cloth elegant.
" People mho give it m a y are likely to bc tempted to buy a nev cop! to
keep."-Saturday Rewimu.

Nine Shillings, clot7&elegnnf.
Belle's Pink Boots. By JOASNA
H. M A ~ H E WAuthor
S,
of the
"Bessie Books." With Sixteen Coloured Illustrations by IDA
VAUGH.Cloth elepnt. 9s.

Seven Shillings and Sixpence each, cloth elegant.
The Young Buglers : A Tale of the Peninsular War. By G . A.
HENTY,
Author of "Out on the Pampas," k c . With Eight
full-page pictures and numerous plans of Battles.
The Men of the Backwoods ; or, Stories and Sketches of the Indians
and the Indian Fighters. By ASCOTTR. HOPE, author of
" Heroes of Young Americq" &c. Thirty-three Illustrations.

S i x Shillings each, cloth elegant, with Illustt.atio~as.
*Engetonls (W. R. G.) Will Weatherhelm : OR, THE YARNOP AN
OLD SAILORA B O HIS
~ EARLY
L m AND ADVENTURES.
*
The Missing Ship, OR NOTESFROM THE LOG 08 ~m
'I OUZEL
GALLEY."
*
,, The Three Admirals, AND TIIE ADVENTURES
OF TKEIR
Y O ~ FOLLOWERS.
G
* ,, The Three Lieutenants ; or, NAVALLIFE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
* , The Three Commanderr;. or,. ACTIVESERVICEAFLOAT
I N MODERN
TINES.
*
The Three Midshipmen. New Edition, with 24 IllusPORTCH,
etc. .
trations by Cf. THOMAS,
* ,, Hurricane Hurry, or T m ADTENTURES
OF A NAVAL
OFFICERDURING TIIE AMERICAN
WARO F INDEPENDENCE.
True
Blue;
or,
The
Life
and
Adventures
of a British
* ,,
SEAOF TBE OLDSCHOOL.
Ice Maiden UD OTHER STORIES. By HANSCRRISTIANANDEREEN.
39 Illustrations by ZWECKER. 4t0, Gilt edges.
*Journey to the Centre of the Earth. Authorized Translation.
From the French of JULES
VBRNE. With 53 Illustrations.

,,

..
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Six Shillings each-continued.
Seven Stories about Old Folks and Young Ones. By -4.R. HOPS.
(Not illustrated.)
The Bird and Insects' Post Office. By ROBERTBLOOMFIELD.
Illustrated with Thirty-five Illufitrations. Crown &to. (Or
paper boards, cln-omo sides, 3s. Gd.)
The Union Jack; Stirring Tales of Adventure by Land and Sea for
Boys. Vol. 1. Edited, the first portion by PV. H. G. ICINGSTON,the second by G. A. HENTP.
Little Maids. Rhymes with Illustrations by Mrs. W. KEMP.
Quarto, gilt edges.
Tl~eBooks marked * may be had with bevelled boards, gilt edges,
p i c e 7s. Gd.

I'ive Sl~iltinyseach, cloth elegant; or Five Shitlinp and
Siqm.ce, ya'lt edges. Illustrated by eminent Artists.
Chums: A Story for the Youngsters, of Schoolboy Life and
Adventure. By HARLEIGIISEVERNE.
NORRIS.
Early Start in Life (The). By EXILIAMARRYAT
Gentleman Cadet(The) : HIS CAREERAND ADVENTURES
AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY,
WOOLWICH.By LIPUT-COLONEL
DRAYSON.
Gerald and Harry, or THE BOYS IN TEE NORTH. By EXILIA
~IARRYAT
NORRIS.
OB TIIREE BOYSIN
Hair-Breadth Escapes, or TIIE ADVENTURES
SOUTEAFRICA. By the Rev. H. C. ADAMS.
HTTTTON.
Heroes of the Crusades. By BARBARA
Home Life in the Highlands. By LILIASGRAEME.
MYTHS
Household Stories from the land of Hofer, or POPULAR
OF Tunor,, INCLUDING TIIE ROSEGARDEN
O F KINGLARYN.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) John Deane of Nottingham, HIS ADTENlTIRES AND EXPLOITS.
,, Rival Crusoes (The). (Or bevelled boards, gilt edges, Gs.)
Out on the Pampas, or T I ~ EYOUNG
SETTLERS.By G. A. HENTT.
PatraBas, or SPANISHSTORIES,LEGENDARY
AND TRADITIONAL.
By the Author of " Household Stories."
Swift and Sure, or T m CAREEROB TWO BROTHERS.By A. ELWES.
HUTTON.
Tales of the Saracens. By BARBARA
A
Tales of the White Cockade. By B A ~ A RHUTTON.
Workman and Soldier, A TALE OF PARISLnw DUBING TLIE
F. COBB,
By JAMES
~ L I AND
~ ETHE RULEOF THE COMMUNE.
(or bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s.)
Young Franc Tireurs (The), AND TEIEIR ADVENTURES DURING THE
F~ANCO-PRUSSIAN
WAR. By G. A. HENTY,Special Corrospontlont of tho S!anda~d.
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NEW AND POPULAR WORKS

Five Shillings each, cloth, Illustrated, gilt edges.
Elwes' (A,)Luke Ashleigh, or SCHOOL
LIFE IN HOLLAND.
Paul Blake, or A BOY'SF'ERILS M CORSICA
AND MONTE
CRISTO.
Neptune's Heroes, or. THE SEAKINGSOF EsGLA~?),FROM HAWKINS
TO FRAKKL~. By W. H. DAVENPORT
ADAMS.
Talks about Plants, or EARLYLESSONS
rn BOTAXY. By Mrs.
L m m s ~ ~ With
x
S k Coloured Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings.

,,

A UNIFORM SERIES OF FIVE SHILLIFG VOLS.
Square Crown Sao, gilt edges.
The Day of Wonders. A MEDLEYOF SENSEAND NONSENSE.By
If. SULLIVAN.30 Illustrations by W. G. BROWNE.
Harty the Wanderer; or, CONDUCT
IS FATE. A Tale by FARLEIGH
O m x . 26 Illustrations by JOHN
PROCTOR.
A Wayside Posy. GATHEREDFOR GIRLS. By F. LABLACHE.
15 Illustrations by A. H. COLLINS.

Price Five Shillings each, cloth elegant, Illustrated.
Extraordinary Nursery Rhymes ; New, yet Old. Translated from
the Original Jingle into Comic Verse by One who was once a
Child. GO Illustrations. Small 4to.
Favonrite Picture Book (The) and Nursery Companion. Compiled anew by UNCLECHARLIE. With 450 Illustrations by
GILBERT,
ABSOLON,
ANELAY,
BENNETT,
BROWNE
(PHIz), SIRJOEN
T. LANDSEER,LEECH,PROUT,HARRISON
WEIR, and others.
Medium 4t0, cloth elegant (or coloured Illustrations, 10s. Gd.)
*,* This may also be had in Two Vols., cloth, price 3s., or coloured
Illnstrations, 5s. ; also in Four parts, in paper boards, fancy
wrapper, price 1s. each, or coloured Illustrations, 2s. each.
Little Gipsy (The). By ELIE SAUVAGE.Translated by ANNA
BLACKWELL.
Profusely Illustrated by ERNESTFR~LICH.
Small
4t0, (or, extra cloth, gilt edges, 6s.)
Noretone; or, RIFTS IN THE CLOUDS. By M. E. HATTERSLEY.
Merry Songs for Little Voices. Words by Mrs. BRODERIP. Music
by THOMASMURBY. With 40 Illustrations. Fcap 4to.
Stories from the Old and New Testaments. By the Rev. B. H.
DRAPER.With 48 Engravings.
Trimmer's History of the Robins. Written for the Instruction of
Children on their treatment of Animals. With 24 IllusWEIR. Small 4t0, gilt edgen.
trations by HARRISON

PUBLISHED BY GRIFFITH AND FARRAN.
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Four Shillings and Sixpence emh, cloth elegant, with

Illzcstrat.ions; o r wilh gilt edges, 5s.
Alda Graham; and her brother Philip. By E. MARRYAT
NORRIS.
" Buttons."
THE TRIALSAND TRAVELS
OF A YOUNGGENTLEMAN.
R. HOPE.
By ASCOTT
Casimir, the Little Exile. By CAROLINE
PEACREY.
OF OLD LOREWRITTEN
Cornertown Chronicles. NEW LEGEXDS
FOR THE YOUNG. By KATHLEEN
KNOX.
Favourite Fables in Prose and Verse. With 24 beautiful IllusWEIR. Small 4to.
trations from Drawings by HARRISON
Fiery Cross (The), OR THE VOW OF MONTROSE.
By BARBARA
HUTTON.
Mandarin's Daughter (The) : A STORYOF THE GREATTAEPINQ
REBELLION.By S ~ E MOSSMAN.
L
Nodern British Plntarch (The), or LIVESOF MENDISTINGUISHED
IN THE RECENT HISTORY OF OUR COUNTRY
FOR THEIR TALENTS,
VIRTUES,AND ACHIEVEMENTS.By W. C. TAYMR,LL.D.
Oak Staircase (The), or THE STORIES
OP LORDAND LADYDESMOND;
11. By M. and C. LEE.
a Narrative of the Times of JAMES
Royal Umbrella (The). By MAJORA. F. P.HARCOURT,
Author of
'(The Shakespeare Argosy," &c., &c. With 4 full-page Illustrations by LINLEYS ~ O U R N E .
Silver Linings: or, L1an.r AND SHADE. By Mrs. REGINALD
M.
BRAY.

Tales and Legends of Saxony and Lusatia. By V. WESTALL.
Theodora : a Tale for Girls. By EMILIA MARRYATT
NORRIS.
Zipporah, the Jewish Maiden. By M. E. BEWSI~ER.

Three Sl~illingsa n d Sixpence p l a i n ; o r coloured plates a n d
gilt edges, F o u r SJ~illings a n d S,ixpotce, Super Royal
16m0, cloth elegant, with Illustrations.
Aunt Jenny's American Pets. By CATIIERINE0. HOPLEY.
Broderip (Mrs.) Crosspatch, the Cricket, and the Counterpane.
,, Tales of the Toys. TOLDBY THEMSELVES.
,, Tiny Tadpole, AND OTIIER TALES.
Cousin Trix, AND UER WELCOME
TALES. By GEORQIANA
CRAK.
Cosmorama: T a E MANNERS
AND CUSTOMS
OF ALL NATIONS
03 THE
WORLDDESCRIBED. By J. ASPIN.
Distant Homes, or THE GRAIUMFAMILYIN NEW ZEALAND.By
Mrs. T. E. AYLMER.
Early Days of English Princes. By Mrs. RUSSELL
GRAY.

and Verse. By TEOMAS
AND JANE
HOOD. Illustrated by T.
HOOD,Jun.
Feathers and Fairies, or STORIESFROM THE RE^ OF FILYCT.
By the Eon. A U G ~ S T
BETHELL.
A
Garden (The), or FREDERICK'S
M O N T ~ INSTRUCTION
Y
FOR THE
MAXAGEMEKT LSD FORNATIOIOF A FLOWERG m m . Vith
Illustrations by S O ~ E R B YG.s. coloured.
Hacco the Dwcrf, or T m TOWERON THE MOUNTAIN,
and other
Tales. By L m r L U S ~ Y G T O X .
Happy Home (The), or T m C ~ D R EAT
N TEE R m HOUSE. By
LADYLUSHISGTOI.
Helen in Switzerland. By the Hon. AUQUSTA
BETHELL
Lightsome and the Little Golden Lady. Written and Illustrated
by C. H. BENNETT.Twenty-four Engravings.
Nursery Times, or S r o m s ABOUT THE LITTLEONES. By an Old
NURSE.
Peep a t the Pixies, (A), or LEGEXDS
OF THE VEST.By Mrs. BUY.
Seven Birthdays (The), or THE CHILDRENOF FORTUNE. By
KATHLEEN
&OX.
Starlight Stories, TOLD TO BRIGHTEYES MD LISTENXG EARS.
By FANNY
LABLACHE.
Stories of Edward AND m s LITTLEFRIENDS.
Tales of Magic and Meaning. Written and Illustrated by ALFRED
OROWQUILL.

Three Shillings and Sixpence plain, cloth elegant, with
Illztstrations by eminent Artists, or with gilt edges, price 4s.
Cast Adrift, the Story of a Waif. By Mrs. HERBERT
MARTIN.
Castles and their Heroes. By BARB- HUTTON.
Olement'e Trial and Victory, or Somrxo AND REAPING. By
M. E. B. (Mrs. GELLIE). Third Thousand.
College Days a t Oxford. By the Rev. O. H. A m s .
Faggots for the Fireside, or TALESOF FACTIWD F~CNCY.
By
PETERPARLET.

-

---- --Three Shillings and Sixpence each-continued.

Great and Small ; SCENESIN THE LIFE OF CEILDREY. Translated
G1 Illustrations.
from the French by Miss H ~ ~ R I EPOOLE.
TT
Grey Towers; or AUNTHETTY'SWILL. By M. M. POLLARD.
By M.R. CAREY.
Isabel's Difficulties, or LIGHTON THE DAILYPATH.
Joachim'a Spectacles : A LEGENDOF FLORENTHAL.
By M. & C. LEE.
gingston's (W. H. G.) Fred Markham in Russia, or, TEE BOY
IN THE LANDOF THE CZAR.
TRAVELLERS
,, Manco t h e Peruvian Chief.
,, Mark Seaworth; a Tale of the Indian Ocean.
,, Peter the Whaler; IDS EARLYLIPE AND ADVENTURES
IN THE ARCTIC
REGIONS.
AND ADVENTURES.
,, Salt,Water, or XEILD'ARCY'SSEALLIFE
Lee (Mrs.) Anecdotes of t h e Habits and Instincts of Animala.
,, Anecdotes of the Habits and Instincts of Birds, Reptiles,
and Fishes.
i n Australia, or THE WANDERINGS
OF CAPTAIN
,, Adventures
SPENCERI N THE BUSIIAND TItE WILDS.
,, The African Wanderers, or CARLOSAND ANTOXIO.
By
Little May's Friends, or COUNTRYPETSAND PASTIMES.
ANNE WLUTTEM.
,BETHELL.
Millicent and Her Cousins. By the Hon. AUGUSTA
Mudge and Her Chicks: A Story of Children's Home Doings. By
a BROTHER
and Sister.
New Girl (The), or THE RIVALS; a Tale of School Life. By
M. E. B. (Mrs. GELLIE).
Nimpo's Troubles. By OLIVETHORNEMILLER,Author of "Little
Folks i n Feather and Fur."
IT.
North Pole (The); AND How CHARLIEWILSONDISCOVERED
By
bhe Author of "Realms of the Ice King," &c.
Our Old Uncle's Home; AND WBAT THE BOPS DID THERE. By
Mother CAREY.
Queen Dora: THE LIFE AXD LESSONSOF A LITTLE GIRL. By
KATIILEEXKNOX.
. M. and C.
Roaamond Fane, or rm PRISONER^ OF ST. J A ~ s By
LEE.
Talent i n Tatters, or SOXE VICISSITUDE^ IN TI~ELIVE OF AN
ENGLISIIBOY. By KOPE WRAYTIIE.
The Trinmpha of Steam, or STORIESFnonn T ~ LE 1 m s OF WATT,
ARILWRIGIIT,AND STEPIIENSON.
The Whispers of a Shell, or STORIESOF THE SEA. By FRWCES
FUEELING
BRODERIP.

1
I
L

1

Is. each, or colourcd Illustrations, 2s. each.
'
Fraita of Enterprise, E ~ ~ ~ I TINE TIIE
D TRAVXLS
OB BELZONIIN
EGYPTAND NUDIA. With six Engravings by B ~ E FOSTER.
T

I

i

1
Odd Stories a
Our Home il
By E. L.
Scripture Hi1
by Jorm
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NEW AND POPULdEl WORKS

Two Shillings and Sizpence each-continued.
The Cruise of Ulysnes and His Men; or, Tales and Adventures
from the Odyssey, for Boys and Girls. By C. M. BELL. With
Seven Illustrations by P. PRIOLO. Fcap. 8vo.
Girl's Own Toy Haker (The), AXD BOOKOF RECREATION.By E.
and A. LANDELLS.With 200 Illustrations.
The Gnesta of Flowers : A Botanical Sketch. By Mrs. MEETKERKE.
K J ~ N E R . Cloth,
With Prefatory Letter by Dr. THEODORE
small 4to.
Little Child's Fable Book. Arranged Progressively in One, Two
and Threo Syllables. 1G Page Illus. (4s. Gd. coloared, gilt edges.)
Little Pilgrim (The). Re~isedand Illustrated by HELENPETRIE.
Node1 Yachts, and Model Yacht Sailing: How TO BUILD,RIG,
AND SAIL A SELF-ACT~G
MODELYACHT. By JAS.E. WALTON,
V.M.T.C. Fcap. 4t0, vith 5s Woodcuts.
Silly Peter: A QUEER STORTOF -4 DAET BOY,A PRINCE,AND A
MILLER'SDAUGHTER.By W. KORRIS.
Spring Time; or, Words in Season. A Book for Girls. By
SIDNEYCox. Third Edition.

'A NEm UNIFORM SERIES OF HALF-CROTVN BOOKS.
Cloth elegant,fully Illustrated.
African Pets: or, CUATSABOUT OUR A a m u FRIENDSIN NATAL.
PARRY.
WITH A SKETCHOF KAFFIRLIFE. By F. CLIXTON
Bunchy: or, THE CHILDREN
OF SCARSBROOK
F ~ By
L Miss E. C.
PHILLIPS,Author of '' The Orphans," &c.
A Daring Voyage across the Atlantic, by Two Americans, the
Brothers ANDREWS,
in a small Boat, the Nautilus. The Log
with Introduction
of the Voyage by Captain W. A. ANDRXVS,
and Notes by Dr. ~I~ACAULAY,
Editor of the Boy's Own Paper.
Hilda and Her Doll. By E. C. PHILLIPS,Author of "Bunchy," &c.
The Rouse on the Bridge, and other Tales. By C. E. BOWEN,
Author of Among the Brigands," &c.
Kitty and Bo : or, TEE STORYOF A VERYLITTLE GIRL AXD BOY.
By A. T. With Frontispiece.
On the Leads : or, RHAT
THE PLAFETSSAW. By Mrs. A. A.
STRANGEBUTSON.
Two Rose Trees: The Adventures of Twin Sisters. By Mrs.
M~NNIEDOUGLAS.
Ways and Tricks of Animals, ~ T STORIES
E
ABOUT AUNTMARY'S
PETS. By MARYHOOPER.

PUBLISHED BY GRIFFITH AND FABRAN.
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COMICAL PICTURE BOOKS.

Two Shillings and Sixpence each, Coloured Plates,
fancy boards.
English Struwwelpeter (The) : or PREITY STORIESAND FUNNY
PICTURES
FORLITTLE CHILDREN. After the celebrated German
Work, Dr. HEINRICE HOFRMANN. Twenty-sixth Edition.
Twonty-four pages of Illustrations (or mounted on linen, .5s.)
Funny Picture Book (The); or 25 FUNNYLITTLELESSONS. A
free Translation from the German of "DER IELEINE.A.B.C.
ScIXiiTz." Paper Boards.
Loves of Tom Tucker and Little Bo-Peep. Written and Illustrated by THOMAS
HOOD.
ILLUSIONS,
showing Ghosts
Spectropia, or SURPRISINGSPECTRAL
ovorywhere, and of any colour. By J. H. BROWN.
Upside Down : a Sories oI Amusing Pictures from Sketches by the
with Verses by Trioaus HOOD.
late W. MCCONNELL,

Two Shillhgs, cloth elegant, with Illustrations, or with
coloured plates, gilt edges, Three Shillings.
Fanny and Her Mamma, or, EASYLESSONS
FOR C ~ L D R E N .
Good in Everything, or T ~ E
EARLY HISTORYOF GILBERT
HARLAND. I3y Mrs. BARWELL.
Little Lessons fo; Little Learners, in Words of C)ne Syllable. By
Mrs. BARWELL.
Mamma's Bible Stories, FOR HER LITTLE BOTS AND GIRLS.
Mamma's Bible Stories (A Sequel to).
Mamma's L ~ ~ E oFOR
~ S HER
,
LITTLEBOYSAND GIRLS.
DE C I U T E L ~ .
Silver Swan (The) ; a Fairy Tale. By MADAME
Tsles of School Life. By AGNESLOUDON.
Wonders of Home, in Eleven Stories (The). By GRANDFATHER
GREY.

Two Shillings each.
Confessions of a Lost Dog (The). Roportod by hcr Mistress,
CODBE. With a Photograph of the Dog from
FRANCESPOWER
Life, by FRANKHUS.
Home Amnaements : a Choico Collection of Riddles, Charades,
Conundrums, Parlour Gamcs, nnd Forfeits.
How to Make Dolls' Furniture AND TO FURNIBEA DOLL'SHOUSE.
With 70 Illustrations. Small 4to.
Illustrated Paper Model Kaker. By E. LANDELLS.
Bcenes of Animal Life and Character, FROM NATURE AND
RECOLLECITON.
In Twonty Plates. By J. B. 4t0, fancy boards.
Surprising Adventures of the Clumsy Boy Crusoe (The). By
R.Ross. With Twonty-three Coloured Illustrations.
CXIARLES
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NEW A m POPULAR WORK6

USIFORN I N SIZE AND STYLE.

.Price One Shilling and Sixpence each, cloth elegant,
f ~ d yIlbistrated.
Angelo ; or, THE PINE FORESTIN TEE ALPS.
By G E R A L D ~ E
E. JE~SBCRY.
5th Thousand.
Aunt Annette's Stories to Ada. By ~ L ~ E T PA.E SALAXAN.
Brave Nelly; or, WEAK HAXDSAXD A VILLIBG HEART. By
31. E. B. (Xrs. GELLIE). 5th Thousancl.
Featherland; Or, How TnE BIRDS LIVED AT GREE~ZAW. By
G. 31. FESS. 4th Thousand.
Humble Life : a Tale of H ~ ~ B L
HOMES.
E
By the Author of
.
'' Gertg and May," &c.
Kingston's (W. R. G.) Child of the Wreck: or, T m Loss OF
TEE R o r a GEORGE.
Lee's (Mrs. R.) Playing a t Settlers; or, TEE FAGGOT
HOUSE.
Twelve Stories of the Sayings and Doings
of Animals.
Little Lisette, TEE ORPRBLV
OF BLSACE.
By M.E.B. (Mrs. GELLIE).
Live Toys; or, AWECDOTES
OF OUR FOUR-LEGGED
AND OTIIER PETS.
By EXMADAVEXPORT.
Long Evenings ; or, STORIESFOR J I r LITTLE FRIENDS. By E ~ L I A
JIARRYAT.
Three Wishes (The). By M.E.B. (Mrs. GELLIE).

--

N E T SERIES OF UNIFORM BOOKS AT Is. GcZ. EACH.
A11 Illustratecl. Attrnctizely bound in cloth, pmkied i n red and gold.
Adventures in Fanti-land. By Nrs. R. LEE, Author of 'LThe
Afiican Wandcrors," 6-c.
Always Happy, or, ANECDOTES
OF FELIXAND RIS SISTERSERENA.
By a Mother. Twentieth Thousand.
Child's Influence (A), or KATRLEENAWD RER GREATUUNCLE.By
LISA LOCKYER.
Constance and Nellie ; OR, TEE LOSTWILL. By Emu DAVENPORT.
Corner Cottage, and Its Inmates. By F R ~ C EOSBOBNE.
S
Father T i e ' s Story Book for the Little Ones. By KATHLEEXRNOX.
From Peasant to Prince, or TEE LIEE OF ALEXANDER
METSCHIXOFF.
By Mrs. P I E T ~ E R .
B R O ~ .
Granny's Wonderfd Chair. By FRANCES
~ A
Happy Holidays : or, BROTHERS
AND SISTEESAT H0hIE. By E
L)AVENPORT.

PUBLISHED BY GEIFFITR AND FURAN.
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One Shilling and Sixpcnce each-continuccl.
Kingston (W.H.G . ) The Heroic Wife; or, THE ADVENTURES
OF
A FAXILYON T ~ I E UAXICS
OF T ~ I E AMAZON.
Lucy's Campaign : B Story o f Advontum.
By MARY and
C n n w n ~ sL~I ~ .
My Grandmother's Budget on STORIESUD VERSES. By Mrs.
BRODEIUP.

Price One S7Lilliry and Sixpence each.
Every-Day Things, or U~EFUL
KNOWLEDGE
RESPECTING TIIE WINCICAL Arirn~.~~,
V E ~ E T A D ILYD
. ~ ~ , MINERALSUBSTANCES
IN
COMMON TJSE.

Little Roebuck (The), from the Gorman. Illustrated by LOSSON.
3'1tncy bo:~rds(2s.rolot~~cd).
Taking Tales. Editod 1,s W. IT. G. KL~GSTON.
In Plain Language
:mil largo Typo. Four volu.
3 h y aluo 110 h:d in Two vols., 3s. CiZ. cach; and in 12 parts,
p p o r covors, price 4 (1. o:~ch; or cloth limp, Gd. oach.
Trimmer's (Mr8.j New Testament Lessons. With 40 Engravings.

11 NEW UNIFORM SERIES OF BOOKS AT 1s. EACH.
All: Jllustrc~tctl. Attractitie!,~bonnd in cloth, printcdin silvcrand gold.

Alice and Beatrice. By C;nrxn?.r.nm.
Among the Brigands, and otlior Tnlos of Adventurn. By C. E.
BOWEN.
Children's Picnic (The) : am WIUT C a m OF IT. By E. MARRYAT
NORRIS.
Christian Elliott: or ?h
DANVER'Y
i.
PRIZE. By L. N. Coarra.
lhourth Thouxantl.
Discontented Children (The,) A m Irow mEr WERE CCRED.By M.
mrl E. KIRBY.
Grandmamma's Relics, AXD n m STORIESm o m nrm. By C. E.
U~U~ISN.
NORRIS.
Harry a t School. A Story for Boys. By E. MARRYAT
Holiday Tales, l3y BLORENOE
WILFORD.
Holidays among the Mountains, or SCENES
AND STORIES
OD D'ALEB.
~C
By M. B E T ~ I AEDWAIU)~.
Julia I a i t l a n d , or, Pmnn GOES LIl.:rORE A FALL.By If. 8 E.KIRBY.
Paul Howard's Captivity, mu ?TI[Y HE ESCA~ED.By E.
N ~ a n ~ xNonnrs.
c
Wreaked, Not Lost ; or, TIIEPIMT A N I ) IlIS COJIPANIOX. By the
nun. i\Im Dmnns. Fifth Thou~:~ncl.
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hr~wAND POPULAR TOBKS

THE FAVOURITE LIBRARY.
Hem Editions of the Volumes in this Series are being. issued, and
other Volumes by Popular Authors will be added.

a o t h e7egant, with colou~edjrontispiece and t:We-page,
One Shilling each.
1. The Eskdale Herd Boy. BY LADYSTODDART.

Mrs. Leicester's School. BY CHARLESand MARYLAMB.
The History of the Bobins. BY MRS. T R ~ R .
Xemoir of Bob, The Spotted Terrier.
Keeper's Travels in Search of His Haster.
The Scottish Orphans. BT LADYSTODDART.
Never Wrong; or, the Young Disputant ; & It was o~nlyin Fun.
8. The L i e and Perambulations of a Mouse.
3 The Son of a Genius. BY MRS. HOFLAND.
10. The Daughter of a Genius. BY MRS. HOFLLLWD.
11. Ellen, the Teacher. BY MRS. HOFLAND.
13. Theodore; or The Crusaders. BY MRS. HOFLAND.
13. Right and Wrong. By the Author of i ' A ~ w I3
~ ~ s
14. Harry's Holiday. BY JEBFERYS
TAYLOR.
15. Short Poem8 and Hymns for Children.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prica One Shilling each, in vam'ous styles of 6i
The Picturesque Primer. Paper Boards.
Fragments of Knowledge for Little Folk. Paper Boa
Easy Reading for Little Readers. Paper Boards
The Bnrsery Companion. Paper Boards.
These Four T701umes contain about 450pictures. EGzch one being
complete in itself, and bound in an attracrive paper cover, in boarcis
Vok, cr!oth, 3s., or
(also with ~ ~ T o ~ ~ ~ d I T l u ~ t r3s.))
a t i oorm in
, TWO
coloured INustrations, 5s.
The Four Volumes bound togethcr.form the " Favourite Pict!uve Book,"
bcnind zn cloth, price 5s., or coloured 112ustrations, gilt ed; les, 10s. 6d
Australian Babes in the Wood (The) : a True Story toldI in Rhyme
for the Young. Price Is. boards, 1s. 6d. cloth, gilt (sdges.
Cowslip (The). Fully Illustrated cloth, Is. plain; Is. 6c7. coloured.
Daisy (The). Fully Illustrated cloth, Is.plain ; Is. Gd. c,010ured.
Dame Partlett's Farm. AN A C C O ~OFTTHE RT-8
s mI OBTAINED
BY ~ D C S T R
kc.
I ; Colomed Illustrations, sewed.
Female Christian Names, LXD rrrw TEACHINGS. A Bi ft Book for
Girls. By illm E. BROKPIELD. Clot4 gilt edges
Golden Words for Children, FROX THE BOOKOF LIIFE. I[nEnglish,
French, and German. A set of Illuminated Cards in Packet.
Or bound in cloth interleaved, price 2s. Gd. gilt edlTes.
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One Biainq ead-cmtinucd.

m MARGERY~ I E A X F d y Llluatrated, cloth.
Hand Shadows, to be thmwn upon the Wall. Sore1 and amusing
r ~ S I L LS e w and
figures formed by the hmd. By H ~ s s B
cheaper Edition. Twelfth Thonssnd Two Series in one.
(Or colonred Illnstrstions, Is. Gd)
Headlong Career (The) and Woeful Ending of Precbcions Piggy.
By T a o u s HOOD.Illustrated by his Son. Printed in coloura
Fancy wrapper, 4to. (Or p o m t e d on cloth, untearabl@s.)
Johnny Hiller; or T a m a m PEREE~FLANCE.
By FELIX REBS.
Nine Lives of a Cat (The) : a Tale of Wonder. Vritten and JIlnstrated by C. H. B E S S E ~ ~ .4 Colonred Engravings, sewed.
Peter Piper. P R A ~ C PRINCIPLES
AL
OP PLAIX
AXD PERWONcsmnos. C o l o d Illustrations, sewed.
Plaiting Pictures. A NOVELP
m BY TWICE C n n ~ a ~CAX
x
OSBTBUCT ASD RECOXSTEUCT P
IFOR THEYSEL'FES. Four
Series in Fancy Colonred Wrappers. Oblong 4to.
First Srriu.-Jovenile Part7-Zoological Gardens--The Gleaner.
&and Sm'ed.-Birds' Pic-moCnts' Concert -Three Bears.
Tn~rdSrriu.-lihd Man's B&--Children in the Wood-Snow Man.
Ooody Two Shoes : or THE H X ~ ROFTL
WELL 13 RHYME.

Fourth Srrier.-Cirandfnther's Birthday-Gymnasium-Playmom.

Primrose Pilgrimage (The) : n f oodland Story. BF 31. BETHAM
EDWARDS.
Illustrated by ~IACQUOXD.
Sewed.
Ehymes and Pictures A B O BREAD,
~
TEA, SEGAR,
COTTOS,
COALS,
ASD GOLD. By VULIAM
XEWMAS. Seventp-two Illustrations.
Price Is. plain; 2s. Gd. coloured.
*, Each Subject may ip had separately. Gd. plain; la. colonred.
Short and Simple Prayers, with Hymns for the Use of
Children. By the Author of " 3lam1na's Biblo Stories" Siteenth Thousand. Cloth.
Whittington and his Cat. Coloured Illustrations, sewed.
Young Vocalist (The). A Collection of Twelve Songs, each with
an Accompaniment for the Pianoforte. By Mrs. Momsar
B a a ~ u o ~ o m n . S e w and Cheaper Edition. (Or bomd in
cloth, price 2s.)

DURABLE NJRSERY BOOKS.
Nounted on cloth zuiih coloured plates, One Shilling each.
1. Coax ROBN.

L Comrsun or JEWYV n n .
5. Pcss

I
ra

3. DAMETROTLSDRER CAT.
4. H ouss TEAT JACK
BUILT.
BOOTS.
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NEW AND POPULAR WORKS

Price Sixpence euch, Plain ; One Shilling, coloured.
ILLUSTRATED BY HARRISON

WEm

1. British Animals. 1st Series.
2. British Animals. 2nd Series.
3. British Birds.
4. Foreign Animals. 1st Series.
5. Foreign h i m a l s . 2nd Series.
f. Foreign Birds.
i. The Farm and its Scenes.
13. E r a c l e s

AND 30118 GILBERT.

8. The diverting History of John
Gilpin.
9. The Peacock's Gome and Butterfly's Ball.
10. History of Joseph.
11. Histow of Iiloses.
12. Life of our Saviour.
of Christ

His Name was Hem. Price 1s. sewed.
~ y ' t h esame Author.
The Gratefal Sparrow : a True Story.
Eow I became a Governess. 3rd Edit.
Fifth Edition. Price 6d.
'7s. cloth ; 2s. Gd. pilt edges.
My Pretty Puss, With Frontispiece. I The Adventures of a Bntterfly.
Prira Gd.
I
Price 6d.
T i e Hsre that Found his Wav Home Price Gd.

1

FORKS FOR I
d Woman's Secret. or Xom TO XAKE
HOMEHAPPY.
kh&-third Thousand. lSmo, price 6 d .

Pay today Trust to-morrow ; illustrati;lg the Evils of the Tally
tnd

-

By the same Author, nniform in size
and price.
Woman's Work: or. H o w S X R C A N
11~r.pTBE s&' 19th ~ b i u 6 a n d ;
A Chapter of Aocidents or, THE:
M O T ~ R 'ASSISTANT'
S
IX CASES
or. Bcazx, SCALDS,CUTS, kc.
Ninth Thousand.

-I

The Cook and the Dootor; or, CKRO
RECIPESANY USEFULREYEDIES.
Selectedfrom the first three books.
Price 21i.
Rome Di5culties. A Few Words on
the Servant Question. 4d.
Family Prayers for Cottage Homes.
Price 2rl.

Price Dd. each, elegantly louna!i n P a p e r Boards, zuith Covers
i n Cht.onzolii!hography.

THE TINY NATURAiI, HISTORY SERIES

OF STORY BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS FOR LITTLE READERS.
ALL PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED BY THE BEST ARTISTS.

Especially adapted for Sunday School Primes and Rewards. I n one way or
another, the hooks either impart knowledge about Animals or inculcate the
desirableness of treating them with kindness.
Little ?Me's Bird Cage. By Xrs.
Little Neddie's Menagerie. By Mrs.
It. UEE Author of '. The African
R. LEE,Author of " The African
~ande;ers " kc.
Wanderers " Qc.
The Tiny ~\le*gerie. By Mrs. R.
Froliosome ~ r i hand his Friends.
LEE, Author of "The African
By the Author of "Trottie's
Wanderers," Bc.
Srory Book."
The Dog Postman. By the Author of
Wise Birds and C l y r D o g Ey the
" Odd Stories."
Author of
Tuppy,
Tiny
The Mischievous Eonkey. By the
Stories " kc.
Author of " Odd Stories."
Artful PUS&. By the -4uthor of "Odd
Lily's Letters from the Fanu. By
Stories," $0.
KARYH O O ~ ~ ~ , A u t h o"Ways
rof
The Pet Pony, By the Author of
and Tricks of Animals."
"Trottie's Story Book.''
Our Dog Prin. By MART HOOPMR
Bow Wow Bobby. By the Anthor of
Author of "Ways and Tricks o i
Tuppg," I' Odd Stories," kc.
Arimals."
The above 12 rols. in ~ardbortriBOXwith Pictnre Top, price 9s.

"
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I n 12 Parts, cloth Zin?p,famy binding, with Chronro on ~ i &
Price 6cZ. ench, or paper covers 4d. each.

TAKING TALES.
Edited by v. R.@. I L ~ ~ G S T O X .Fully illustrated.
N.B.-Each
Tale is IIlustrated and complete in itself.
A RVRAL
TALE.
2. Tom Trueman, A S , u ~ o n rx A
Xfsacaunras.

1. The Miller of Hillbrook:

1
1I

7. Life on tha Coost; on m a L m x
Frsssn GIRL.
8. Adventon* of Two O m b u-m in

.

LOO~O~..
3. Michael Hale and his Family in
9. Early D q s o~ Board a TdCanada.
War.
4. John Armstrong TEE S o r . o r r ~ .
10. 'Walter, tbe Foundling :r T u a o r
5. Joseph Rudpe, 'THE AUSTR.U~LAS OLUVX
TIYES
SIIEPIIFRY.
I 11. The Tenants bf Srmnydde F
-.
6. Life Underground: on DICK, TIIE
12. Holmwood: on. Tns S1.w L u -

/

N.B.-May

also be had i n 4 rols. Is. Gd. each, and 2 rols. 3s. Gd. each.

OUR BOY'S LITTLE LIBRARY.
PICTURES h N D READIHG FOR LITI'LE POLK.
A Series qf liuelve degant little t'ohmes in Paper Boards, ,rich
attractive Cocers i n Cltron~olititography,price 4d. ench; or i n cloth
extva, piice 6d. e a d . Tlm 12 cols. in a B o x with Fancy Lid, p ' c e
4s. and 6s. E v e y page i s Ilhs/rated.
They are especially suitcd for Suuday School Prizes nnd Rewanis.
7. Little T~p~mp'.Story Baok.
1. Fapa's Re* Gift Book.
2. BIamma's Pretty Glft Book.
8. Bright P~cturePpges.
3. Neddy's Plcture Story Book.
9. E g Little Boy's Story Book
4. Stories for Play Time.
10. What Snnta Clam gave me.
5. The Christmas Gift Book.
I 11. Tiny Stories for Tiny Bvym.
6. The Prize Picture Book.
i 12. Little Boy Blue'. Piotnrc Beak.

I

1

OUR GIRL'S LITTLE LIBRARY.
PICTURES AND READmG

FOR LITTLE FOLK.

A series of Tzcebe elegant little volumes in Paper Boarrls, with
attractive Covers in Chron~olithopphy,price 4d. each; or in chdh
exlra, price Gd. each. The 12 zols. i n Boz with Fancy Lid, pi^
4s. and Gs. Every page is Illustrated.
Thev arc especially
suitcd for Simdoy School Rizes and Rcmrds.
7. Daisy'a PiaRue blbam.
1. Nellie's Picture Stories.
8. Wee-Wee Sbrier fox Ww-Wee
2. Stories and Piotures for Little
Girls.
Troublesome.
9. E?fs Little S t g Book.
3. Little Trotabout% Piotare Stmies.
10. Glpsy's Famurife Gsurpmtion.
4. Birdie's Scrap Book.
11. ZIg Own Starg Book.
5. Stories for h t U e Curly Locks.
12. Pretty Pet's Gift ~ o o k .
6. Bright Pictures for Roguish Eyes.
~

I
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HISTORY.

SPECIAL SUBJECT READING BOOKS.
HlBTOBY A8 A CLASS SUBJECT.
A Sew Series of

I

HISTOItY IZEADEIES,

!

!

I
I

L I r c dh

u!~rtrlto the requiments of the Education Deparhnent,
as excrculu to I k 3Injestp.s Inspectors, No. 1%'. They are written
br*.
H. XNOE.B.A B.Sr.
Y.?t._pprrinl painn hnr; becn ;+en to secure'b strong and durable binding.
History Beador. Pnrt I. Br~tiahHistory from B.G. 55 to A.D. 1066.
.\nanrcd in Forty Sections. For Standard 11. in Elementary
Schw:;. and Juniors in Public and Private Schools. Uniform
ui:h ?!r. Braslsrox's "Glimpses of the Globe." Cloth limp,
pri-o I G.
Hirtory Beader. Part II. Intended for the Use of Standard 111.
I'ronl A.D. 10fA to A.D. 1485. Uniform with the abore, 128pp.
Cl m
b
t price Is.
History Reader. Part *I. Intended for tho use of Standard IT.
From A.D. 14s; to A.D. 1688. Containinfinbout
l92pp.
Cloth,
..
pr+e Is, cd.
Hbtory Eeader. Part IT. From AD. 1688 to A.D. 1880. Intended
i r the mc of Stmdards T. nnd VI. Containing about 192pp.
rniform with the abore. Cloth, price Is. Gd.
rir.t+:

la n

B r i W : a Collection of the Principal Passages in Latin Authors
t!:nt
refer to this Island, with Vocabulary and Notes. By
T. S. CATZER. Illustrated with a Map and 29 Woodcuts.
C r a m Rro. Price 3s. Gd.
True Stories from Ancient History, chronologically arranged from
tho Creation of the World to tho Death of Charlemagne.
IL'mo., 5s. cloth.
Irr. Trimmer's Concise History of England, revised and brought
d o ~ to
n tho present time. By Xrs. NEB. Vith Partraits
of the Sovereigns. 5s. cloth.
B h p a t ~of Royalty : tho History of England in Verse, from the
Sclrman Conquest to the reign of T-~crorua;with a summary
of the leading erents in each reign. Fcap. Soo, 2s. cloth.

I

GEOGR.APHY.

-

Pietorial m p h j for the Instmotion of Yomp Children,
Price Is. cd. ;-mounted on rollers, 3s. Gd
Qaaltisr's Familiar Geography. With a concise Treatise on the
.~rtiflcidSphere, nnd t ~ coloured
o
Xaps, illustrative of the
prin~ipslGeomphical Terms. 16m0, 3s. cloth.
Butler's Outline Haps, and Key, or GEOGR~PHICALAXD BIOGRA~ICALEXERCISE
with
S ; n set of ColouredOutline Maps,designed
f -r the use of Young Penons. By the late
RUTLER.
Fdnrged by the Author's Son, J. 0. B ~ E R Revised
.
4s.

PUBLISHED BY GIlIFFlTH AND FARRAN.
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GEOGRAPHY-continued.
S P E C I A L NOTICE.

J, R. BLAKISTON'S GEOGRBPHICAL READING BOOKS.
The first two Books cover the whole of the knowledge required to s e e m a
Class Grant for Geography, each one containing materials for Eighty Lessons,
in l5G pages.
Glimpses of the Globe. A First Geographical Reading Book in
forty chapters. By J. R. BLAKISTOX,i\I.A., Author of "Tho
Teacher," $c. Cloth, Is.
Glimpses of England.
A Geographical Reading Book in forty
chapters. By J. R. BLAKISTON, M9.,Author of &'The
Teacher," &c. Cloth, Is.
A few copios of the Supplementary Chapters may bo bought
soparatelg, for Schools using the earlier editions of theso books.
P&G
Gd.-each.
Shortly.
Glimpses of the British Empire. By the same Author. A First
Geographical Reading Boolr for the Upper Standards, in 66
S2ctions. Will be issued in time for Schools teaching Geography
as a Olass Subject in the School-year ending 30th September,
1861.
And will be followed in due course by
Glimpses of the Old World (Europe, Africa, and Testem Asia).
By the same Author.
AND
Glimpses of the New World (Eastern Asia and the Americas). By
d
'Fears' Reading
the same Author. For the Second a ~ Third
Lessons.
The division of matter has been carefully considered and approved.
All five books will be modelled so as to meet tha requirements of
the Education Department.

GRAMMAR, k c .
A Compendious Grammar,

AND PHILOLOGICAL
HLYD-BOOKOF THE
ENGLISHLANGUAGE,
for the use ef Schools and Candidates for
the Army and Civil Service Examinations. By J. G. COLQUn o m , Esq., Barrister-at-Lav. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, 2s. 6d.
Darnell, G. Grammar made Intelligible to Children. Being
s Series of short and simple Rules, with ample Esplanattions of
Every Difficulty, and copious Exercises for Parsing ; in Language adapted to the comprehension of very Young Students.
New and Revised Edition. Cloth, 1s.
Darnell, G. Introduction to English Grammar. Price 3d.
Being the first 32 pages of ' I Grammar mado Intelligible."
Darnell, T. Parsing Simplified : an Introduction and Companion
to all Grammars ; consisting of Short and Easy Rules, with
Parsing Lessons to each. Price Is. cloth.
Lovechilds, Mrs. The Child's Grammar. 50th Edition. 9d. cloth.

NEEDLEWORK DEMONSTRATION SHEETS
Exhibit by Diagrams and Descriptions, the Formation of Stitches in
Elementary Needlework. The size of the Sheets is 30 x 22 inches.
Price 9d. each; or, mounted on rollers and rarnished, 2s. Gd.
Stocking Web Stitch ...
Whip Stitch for Frills and
... 1 Wcet

Fern or Coral Stitch
... 1 Sheet
Eemming, Seaming, and
Stitching
... ... . 1 ,
Button Hole
...I
Fisherman's Stitch foy'~raidins Wets
... . 1
.., 1
Herrlng Bone ...
Grafting S:ocking ater rial ... 1 ,,

...

...

,,
,
,,

...

True Mmking Stitch ...
1
Alphabets fer Marlung
... 6
Setting in Gathers or " Stocking " Knotting or Seeding
,.. 1
(English Method) ...
Knots, Shortsning Knots,
Siip Enots & Joining Enots 1
Stocking Sheet
... ... 1

,,

,,

,,
,,
,,

The Demonstration Frame for Class Teaching, with Spocid Needlo
and Cord. Price complete, 'is. (id.
Plain Needlework arranged in Six Standards, with Hints for
the Management of Classes. and Appendix on Simultaneous
Teaching. Twentieth Thousand. Price 6d.
Plain Knitting and Mending arranged in Six Standards, with
20 Diagrans. Thirteenth Thousand. Price Cid.
Plain Cutting Out for Standards IV., V., and PI., as now required
by the Government Educational Department. Adapted to the
principles of Elementary Geometry. Sixth Thousand. Price 1s.
A set of the Diagram6 referred to in the book may be had separately,
printed on stout paper and cnclosed in an envelope. Price 1s.
+,* These works are ~ecommendedin the publislted Code of the
Educational Department.
Needlework Gchedule 111. Exemplified and Illustrated.
Intended for the use of Young Teachers and of the Upper
Standards in Elementary Schools. By Nrs. E. A. CERTIS.
Cloth limp, with 30 Illustr~tions,Gth Thousand, prim Is.

